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ACT ONE
Duration Page

[1] Sinfonia 7’28 88
No. 1
Coro and Marcia

[2] ‘Viva Otello!’ 5’16 88
Recitative – Otello, Il Doge, Rodrigo, Jago

[3] ‘Vincemmo, o prodi’ 2’52 90
No. 2
Cavatina – Otello with Jago

[4] ‘Ah sì, per voi già sento’ 6’22 93
Cabaletta – Otello with Jago, Coro

[5] (‘Amor, dirada il nembo’) 3’55 93
No. 3
Recitative – Elmiro, Rodrigo, Jago

[6] ‘Rodrigo!...’ 3’13 94
Duetto – Rodrigo, Jago

[7] ‘No, non temer’ 5’09 97
No. 4
Recitative – Emilia, Desdemona

[8] ‘Inutile è quel pianto’ 6’50 98
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Duration Page
Duetto – Desdemona, Emilia

[9] ‘Vorrei, che il tuo pensiero’ 4’31 100
No. 5
Recitative – Desdemona, Jago, Rodrigo, Elmiro, Emilia

[10] ‘Ma che miro?’ 5’20 102
Coro

[11] ‘Santo Imen!’ 4’12 109
Recitative – Desdemona, Elmiro, Rodrigo, Emilia

[12] ‘Dove son? Che mai veggio?’ 1’03 110
Scena – Elmiro, Rodrigo, Desdemona

[13] ‘Nel cor d’un padre’ 4’41 111
Terzetto – Rodrigo, Elmiro, Desdemona

[14] ‘Ti parli l’amore’ 4’46 112
Scena – Otello, Rodrigo, Desdemona, Emilia,
Elmiro, Coro

[15] ‘L’infida, ahimè! che miro!’ 3’08 113
Quintetto

[16] ‘Incerta l’anima’ 3’38 116
Stretta Finale

[17] ‘Parti, crudel’ 2’28 117
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ACT TWO
Duration Page

No. 6
Recitative – Desdemona, Rodrigo

[1] ‘Lasciami!’ 1’45 119
Aria – Rodrigo

[2] ‘Che ascolto!... Ah! come mai non senti?’ 3’31 120
Cabaletta – Rodrigo

[3] ‘Ah! come mai non senti’ 2’40 120
Recitative – Desdemona, Emilia

[4] ‘M’abbandonò! disparve!’ 2’14 121
No. 7
Scena and Recitative – Otello, Jago

[5] ‘Che feci!’ 6’25 123
Duetto – Otello, Jago

[6] ‘Non m’inganno’ 4’38 128
Stretta

[7] ‘L’ira d’avverso fato’ 2’28 131
No. 8
Recitative – Otello, Rodrigo

[8] ‘E a tanto giunger puote’ 1’04 132
Duetto – Otello, Rodrigo

[9] ‘Ah! vieni, nel tuo sangue’ 4’09 133
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Duration Page
Terzetto – Desdemona, Otello, Rodrigo

[10] ‘Ahimè! fermate!’ 5’48 133
Stretta – Rodrigo, Desdemona, Otello

[11] ‘Fra tante smanie, e tante’ 2’06 137
Scena – Emilia, Desdemona

[12] ‘Desdemona! che veggo!’ 2’10 137
No. 9
Aria Finale – Desdemona, Elmiro, Coro

[13] ‘Che smania! ahimè! che affanno!’ 5’17 140
Andantino and Stretta

[14] ‘L’error d’un’infelice’ 2’57 142

ACT THREE

No. 10
Scena and Recitative – Emilia, Desdemona

[1] ‘Ah! Dagli affanni oppressa’ 4’06 144
Canzone del gondoliero – Gondoliero, Desdemona,
Emilia

[2] ‘Nessun maggior dolore’ 4’47 145
Canzone del Salice – Desdemona, Emilia

[3] ‘Assisa a piè d’un salice’ 9’06 148
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Duration Page
Preghiera – Desdemona

[4] ‘Deh calma, o Ciel’ 2’23 150
Scena – Otello, Desdemona

[5] ‘Eccomi giunto inosservato’ 7’18 151
Duetto – Desdemona, Otello

[6] ‘Non arrestar il colpo’ 3’02 155
Stretta – Otello, Desdemona

[7] ‘Notte per me funesta!’ 2’27 157
Scena Ultima – Otello, Lucio, Il Doge, Elmiro, 
Rodrigo, Coro

[8] ‘Che sento!...Chi batte?’ 3’46 158

APPENDICES

ACT III – with the Lieto Fine (Happy Ending)

Scena – Otello, Desdemona
[9] ‘Eccomi giunto inosservato’ 9’05 167

Duetto – Desdemona, Otello
[10] ‘Amor! Possente nume!’ 3’44 171

Andantino
[11] ‘Vacilla a quegl’accenti’ 4’07 171

Stretta
[12] ‘Cara/Caro per te quest’anima’ 2’22 172
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Duration Page
Scena Ultima – Otello, Desdemona, Il Doge,
Rodrigo, Elmiro, Coro

[13] ‘Rodrigo! Egli è salvo’ 2’06 172
Finale

[14] ‘Or più dolci intorno al core’ 2’44 175
Entrance aria – Desdemona

[15] ‘Mura infelici’ 6’38 176
Cabaletta

[16] ‘Oh! quante lagrime’ 3’20 178
Duetto (Malibran version) – Otello, Jago

[17] ‘Non m’inganno’ 4’22 183
Stretta

[18] L’ira d’avverso fato’ 2’26 186
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OTELLO

ROSSINI’S Otello, ossia Il moro di Venezia has always suffered from a bad press
in English, ever since Lord Byron saw a performance in Venice in 1818 and
wrote scathingly back to his friend, the poet Samuel Rogers, in England:

They have been crucifying ‘Othello’ into an opera... Music good but
lugubrious – but as for the words! All the real scenes with Iago cut out –
and the greatest nonsense instead: the handkerchief turned into a billet
doux...

It is, it must be admitted, only in the last act that Shakespeare’s play becomes
unmistakably apparent as the source of the plot, only in the last act that we
feel we are witnessing a faithful translation of the play into operatic form. 

This, however, does not mean that Otello is a bad opera. Ironically,
over-familiarity with the play on which an opera is based in this instance
inhibits a just appreciation of a very important work. To approach Otello with
Shakespeare’s tragedy as one’s primary or sole reference-point is like looking at
something through the wrong end of a telescope; whereas to see it in its Italian
historical context – to see it as part of the developing story of Italian opera – is
to recognise it as a seminal work, essential to our understanding of the history
of opera in the 19th century.
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To appreciate this, we must remember that in the 17th and 18th centuries
Italian opera – serious opera, especially – was generally a courtly entertainment,
written to celebrate the magnanimity, the virtues and the clemency of whoever
happened to be the reigning monarch in a particular country at a given time.
Classical plots which should have ended tragically were regularly given happy
endings. Traitors who, we may think, were on their way to a merited scaffold
were more often than not pardoned by relenting and idealised rulers. Kings
whom we should be tempted to label as ‘tyrants’ were portrayed as ‘benevolent
despots’. And operas would end with choruses of rejoicing as all the characters
acknowledged that under the sceptre of a mild and beneficent ruler they lived
in the best of all possible worlds.

If ever a character were to die in such an opera, it could only be the villain,
haled away to meet his death off-stage, where his prompt despatch would not
disturb the prevailing mood of well-being and celebration. Only in very rare
instances, as in Metastasio’s drama Catone in Utica, was a virtuous character
shown dying on-stage in view of the audience. 

During the last decade of the 18th century, doubtless as a consequence of the
French Revolution and the alterations in social and political attitudes which it
generated, the winds of change began to blow through the theatres of Italy, and
operas with tragic endings began to make their appearance. Francesco Bianchi’s
La morte di Cesare (Venice, 1789), Giovanni Battista Borghi’s La morte di
Semiramide (Milan, 1791) and Sebastiano Nasolini’s La morte di Cleopatra
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(Vicenza, 1791) and Zaira (Venice, 1797) are but four prominent examples
among many. In the first, the death of Caesar still takes place off-stage; in the
other three, the characters die within sight of the audience.

The advent of the 19th century brought further developments. When Naples
came under the French rule of Joseph Bonaparte and Joachim Murat,
composers and librettists consciously began to introduce French features into
their operas. These included not only tragic endings, but tragic endings of a
markedly spectacular kind. In Manfroce’s Ecuba (1812), an opera which was
much influenced by Spontini’s La Vestale, the action culminated in a mimed
spectacle showing the sacking of Troy and the fate of the major Trojan princes
and princesses. In Mayr’s Medea in Corinto (1813), which the composer was
actually instructed to write ‘in the French manner, which all of us have taken
as our model’, Medea murders her two children off-stage, and is then seen
crossing the back of the stage in a chariot drawn by dragons. 

In these operas the emphasis was on spectacle quite as much as on any
penetrating analysis of emotions and psychology as a central character
approached death. This change of emphasis, the last step in the evolution of the
quintessentially romantic tragic ending, came about in 1816, when the course
of 19th-century Italian opera was changed for all time by two Neapolitan operas
of supreme importance: Carafa’s Gabriella di Vergi (3 July 1816) and Rossini’s
Otello (4 December 1816). 
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To Gabriella di Vergi must go the major credit of having changed the course
of history, for here at last we have, in all its full development, the archetypal
romantic pattern: what was to become the typical romantic tragic ending.
Gabriella, a chaste and virtuous wife, is cast into a dungeon by her jealous and
suspicious husband, Fayel, there to await the outcome of a duel between himself
and the man to whom she had once been engaged, Raoul di Couci. In the last
scene Fayel appears carrying an urn, covered with a napkin. Gabriella assumes
it contains poison, but when she lifts the napkin, she discovers the still-warm
heart of Raoul. Overcome with horror, she lapses into convulsions and dies.

A typical romantic ending? The innocent but persecuted heroine... the
extended solo scene tracing her psychological progression as she moves through
suffering to death... Gabriella di Vergi, strangely enough, did not achieve any
extended international stage history, but in Naples it became an opera di ripiego
–  a sure-fire public favourite which could be revived at any juncture to extricate
the management from crisis. 

Rossini’s achievement was even more remarkable. Otello’s violent murder of
Desdemona did not allow the opera to end with an extended and pathetic scene
for the heroine. Yet the dramatic concept is very similar. The extended scene is
still there, but now – Desdemona’s Willow Song – it constitutes the penultimate
rather than the ultimate scene. And the Marchese Berio, Rossini’s librettist, a
man of much greater literary sensibility than has generally been realised, has
enhanced the final scenes of the opera with all manner of telling atmospheric
and poetic touches. The fact that the scene of the opera is here laid entirely in
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Venice, rather than moving from Venice to Cyprus as in Shakespeare, enabled
him to introduce the voice of an off-stage gondolier – 

who beguiles his passage
Over the calm lagoon by singing, his mind
On his children as the daylight fades.

And the song that the gondolier sings, excessively literary for such a character,
yet exactly right in terms of mood and symbolism, is a celebrated passage from
the Paolo and Francesca episode of Dante’s Inferno (V, 121–123) –  

Nessun maggior dolore
Che ricordarsi del tempo felice
Nella miseria.

(There is no greater grief
Than remembering happier days
In time of misery.)

The idea of having an off-stage voice intervening at this point had already
been introduced in Baron Cosenza’s Otello, a drama, played privately in Naples
in 1813, which was one of the intermediary versions of the story between
Shakespeare and Berio. The notion of having the voice sing these lines from
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Isabella Colbran,
Rossini’s first Desdemona



Dante was, on the other hand, entirely Rossini’s, and to him must go the credit
for insisting upon their inclusion, even though, as Berio pointed out, they were
out of place in the mouth of a gondolier.1 As Rossini realised, so exactly do
they coincide with Desdemona’s unhappiness and foreboding frame of mind
that, setting her thoughts running upon her ill-fated friend Isaura (Shakespeare’s
Barbara) they naturally and convincingly lead into the Willow Song.

The Willow Song, ‘Assisa a piè d’un salice’, is one of the most remarkable
passages in the opera, and represents a very real achievement on the part of
both librettist and composer. Basically it is a four-strophe ballad, but no two
verses are identical. The first is a simple but effective statement of the folk-like
melody, with key words emphasised by decorations and, at one point, a falling
chromatic line. The second is more elaborate, the ‘ruscelletti’ or streams
mentioned in the text being translated into sound in the form of florid
movement in the voice. Further decoration, similarly used for purposes of
declamation and emphasis, distinguishes the third strophe, but at this point
Desdemona breaks off into recitative. And before she can proceed with the
fourth strophe, a mere hint in Shakespeare – 

Desdemona Hark! who is’t that knocks?
Emilia It’s the wind.
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– is developed to became a chilling premonition of approaching doom as a
gust of wind shatters a pane of glass in the window.

The fourth strophe is the most affecting of all, for as Desdemona’s narrative
brings her to Isaura’s death, so her mounting emotion interrupts the flow of the
line, breaking it up into sob-like phrases that so overpower her that she is unable
to finish. Instead, in recitative, she takes a tearful farewell of Emilia. And then,
left alone, she gives vent to her feelings in a short prayer, ‘Deh calma o Ciel’,
which is all the more expressive since it is as simple, as sustained and
as outwardly controlled as the last part of the Willow Song was fractured
by emotion. 

Libretto and score both contribute to the effectiveness of this scene. Indeed
they interact and work together so closely that it is impossible to say where the
inspiration began: in Berio’s words or in Rossini’s music.

Most telling of all, perhaps, the murder of Desdemona takes place as a violent
storm rages outside. Shakespeare has Othello exclaim:

Methinks it should be now a huge eclipse
Of sun and moon, and that th’affrighted globe
Should yawn at alteration.

Here it is as if the globe is indeed yawning at alteration. The violent jar of
human relations is paralleled in nature. The romantic penchant for the concept
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of a ‘sympathetic fallacy’ – the suggestion that there is a poetic link between our
internal human passions and external nature – is given full and fearfully
effective expression. In the words of Andrew Porter, ‘The tremendous storm...
is not merely picturesque, but gets into the drama, with vocal lines streaked by
lightning, shaken by thunder...’2

This final duet of the opera is genuinely frightening, genuinely terrible. We
may imagine that the original audiences, unaccustomed to tragic endings as
they were, would have been deeply moved, and even deeply appalled. And while
some of them certainly must have responded sympathetically and willingly to
the emotional catharsis to which they were subjected, others would just as
certainly have been offended, or, to use the words favoured by Herbert
Weinstock, ‘dismayed’ and even ‘angered’. Successful though the opera was,
the new ‘convention’ of a tragic ending certainly did not win immediate and
universal acceptance. Further operas with tragic endings were certainly written,
but there were many influential men and women of the time who, believing
that the theatre was no place for such harrowing realism, fought a determined
rearguard action. It was not until Bellini wrote Il pirata (Milan, 1827) and
Donizetti Anna Bolena (Milan, 1830) that the tragic ending can be said really
to have established itself. And even then there remained pockets of entrenched
resistance. The kingdom of Piedmont, for example, where opera long remained
a court entertainment, continued to insist that serious operas should end
happily, and as late as 1838 a subject like Tommaso Grossi’s Marco Visconti had
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to be given a thoroughly inappropriate and unconvincing happy ending when
set as an opera by Vaccaj. In Naples, too, the papers of the Bourbon censorship
in the early 1830s contain strong and eloquent statements that operas presented
on gala occasions, in the presence of the King and Court, should not be allowed
to end unhappily.

Otello, then, was an opera which broke new ground and made a major
contribution towards changing the way in which Italian audiences thought of
the musical theatre. 

But would Rossini, we may ask, have realised the importance of what he was
doing? Much of the credit, as we have already implied, must go to Berio: it is
even recorded that Rossini was initially somewhat daunted by the proffered
text and wished to refuse it.3 Indeed one may go even further. The significance
of so many important historical events is appreciated only in retrospect. Those
who actually live them, and who are instrumental in bringing them to pass,
are rarely in a position to appreciate their full significance at the time. 

Let us pursue these ideas a little further. Francesco Maria Berio, Marchese di
Salsa (1765–1820), was a man of noteworthy and essentially literary culture.
He is said to have known much of Homer, Sophocles, Terence, Corneille,
Alfieri and Shakespeare by heart, and his salon in Naples was frequented by all
the intellectual and literary personalities of the day. We have already, in the
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booklet accompanying the recording of Ricciardo e Zoraide (Opera Rara ORC
14), had occasion to quote the account of the Irish novelist Lady Sydney
Morgan, published in 1821 in her volume Italy:

The conversazione of the Palazzo Berio... is a congregation of elegant
and refined spirits, where every body converses, and converses well; and
best (if not most) the master of the house. The Marchese Berio is a
nobleman of wealth, high rank, and of very considerable literary talent
and acquirement, which extends itself to the utmost verge of the
philosophy and belles-lettres of England, France, Germany, and his
native country. He has read every thing, and continues to read every
thing; and I have seen his sitting-room loaded with a new importation
of English novels and poetry... Of the Conversazioni of the Berio Palace,
it is enough to say, that its circle comprised, when we were at Naples,
Canova, Rosetti (the celebrated poet and improvisatore), the Duke of
Ventignano (the tragic poet of Naples), Delfico (the philosopher,
patriot, and historian), Lampredi and Salvaggi (two very elegant writers,
and accomplished gentlemen).... and the Cavaliere Micheroux, a
distinguished member of all the first and best circles of Naples... Rossini
presided at the piano-forte, accompanying alternately, himself, Rosetti
in his improvisi, or the Colbrun [sic], the prima donna of San Carlos, in
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some of her favourite airs from his own Mosè. Rossini at the piano-forte,
is almost as fine an actor as he is a composer.4

Here, then, was the master mind behind the idea of basing an opera upon
Shakespeare; here was the aesthetic sensibility that brought it into being. Berio
would not have claimed to be anything more than a dilettante librettist, and in
fact wrote only three operatic texts which were actually set to music and
performed: Otello and Ricciardo e Zoraide for Rossini, and Cora (1815) for
Mayr. It is recorded that he would have preferred treating Hamlet to Othello,
but that Rossini shied away from the idea of depicting a ghost on stage. Even
this detail would suggest that in Berio, rather than in Rossini, we have the mind
that was essentially alive to, and concerned with, questions of literary and
aesthetic significance.

Rossini, in any case, was a bon viveur, and while his insouciance has doubtless
been vastly exaggerated, there is no doubting or denying that he was a man
who frittered away much of his time in social engagements and trivialities. In
Naples, then one of the brilliant and elegant capitals of Europe, he would have
enjoyed the cosmopolitan society, the balmy climate, the fashionable
promenades, the views of Vesuvius and the excellent cuisine. A man of the
theatre who looked upon his fellow mortals with a certain cynical wit, he would
also, no doubt, have enjoyed the cabals, the intrigues and the vain pretensions
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Giuditta Pasta as Desdemona



of singers. The penalty that he paid for his self-indulgent existence was that,
swinging into action at the eleventh hour, he would be obliged to work at
breakneck speed, depending on an ebullient and facile imagination to complete
his scores in time for their premieres. Though he was officially musical director
of the Royal Theatres of Naples, it is significant that the one letter which has
survived concerning his composition of Otello is not an account of any
compositional method or aesthetic concern, not a discussion of any aspect of
the construction or content of the work, but an official complaint of his grossly
neglecting his duties in favour of his pleasures. On 5 November 1816
Domenico Barbaja, that celebrated Croesus among early 19th century Italian
impresarios, wrote to Giovanni Carafa, Duca di Noja, the Superintendent of
the Royal Theatres of Naples, complaining of:

...the irregular and incompatible conduct which Sig.r Maestro Rossini
has maintained for the space of eight months. Notwithstanding the
most friendly admonitions, and infinite instances of civility extended to
him with singular regard, he has yet shown himself ungrateful and
devoid of expressions of thanks, making light of my concerns. A proof
of this was his declaration that, upon his word of honour, he guaranteed
the production of Otello for the 10th of last October; then he put off
the date until the end of the said month, and, following my strongest
remonstrances, promised that it would be ready for production for the
10th of this present month of November. All these vague and
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inconclusive declarations5 show beyond doubt that there can be no
question of hoping that he will fulfil his intention, since at the present
time, and according to what I learn from the copyist, he has composed
no more than the simple vocal line of a romanza, and of an introductory
duet. Even if he had in his mind the entire chromatic hemisphere, he
would no longer have time to scatter his harmonic distribution of notes
over the sublime words of the worthy Marchese Berio...

This lengthy jeremiad was followed, understandably enough, by an
intimation that it might prove necessary to set all idea of Otello aside – a
warning and unspoken plea for help which must, we may imagine, have
brought official pressure to bear upon the composer, since the score was indeed
composed and completed in time for tardy production on 4 December. Some
assert that the composition of the opera occupied Rossini for no more than
three weeks, and if Barbaja was accurate when he stated that at 5 November
only the vocal lines of two items had been written, the claim would seem only
too accurate. Since the Teatro San Carlo had been destroyed by fire earlier in
the year and was still in the process of rebuilding, the premiere took place in
the smaller of the two Neapolitan Royal Theatres, the Teatro del Fondo.

*  *  *  *
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Otello was the second in a series of operas which Rossini composed for an
exceptional company of singers brought together by Barbaja. The series had
begun in 1815 with Elisabetta regina d’Inghilterra, and was to continue into
the future with Armida (1817), Mosè in Egitto (1818), Ricciardo e Zoraide
(1818), Ermione (1819), La donna del lago (1819), Maometto II (1820) and
Zelmira (1822). As Philip Gossett has pointed out, ‘Opera seria... offered
Rossini a wide range of possible subjects, and a corresponding range of styles:
from Otello, whose third act, at least, strives for Shakespearian heights, to the
magic opera, Armida, the historical drama, Elisabetta regina d’Inghilterra,
classical tragedy, Ermione, sacred opera, Mosè in Egitto, incipient Romantic
opera, La donna del lago.’ 

As for the singers, Naples had rarely heard such a company. The Spanish
soprano, Isabella Colbran, who, after a period as Barbaja’s mistress, in 1822
became Rossini’s wife, was the prima donna. ‘She was,’ according to Stendhal,
‘a beauty of the most imposing kind: large features which, upon the stage, were
superb, a magnificent figure, a fiery eye like that of a Circassian maiden, a forest
of the most jet-black hair, and, above all, an instinct for tragedy.’ As for her
vocal qualities, Rossini’s French biographer Azevedo stated that: 

...She had a voice that was full and round and of a great extension, but
of which the timbre was that of a mezzo-soprano. Her virtuosity was
admirable. Where her trill was concerned, she had only one rival: her
teacher Crescentini. She was one of the first singers, noted for their
agility, who knew how to give expression to ornamented music...
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Giovanni David,
creator of the role of
Rodrigo. He also sang
Otello, most notably
in Rome in 1820,
when the ‘lieto fine’
or Happy Ending was
first used.



The leading tenors in the company – as celebrated in their day as Colbran,
and still legendary in ours – were Andrea Nozzari and Giovanni David, of
whom more anon. Colbran and Nozzari sang in the premieres of all nine of
Rossini’s operas for the Royal Theatres of Naples; Giovanni David in five.

From the first, Otello scored a resounding success, even if many members of
the audience were surprised to find themselves applauding so enthusiastically
a subject of this tragic nature. The critic of the Giornale del Regno delle Due
Sicilie, in a review published on 11 December, noted the changes that were
overtaking public taste, and betrayed a certain bafflement when he remarked
that ‘we, whose gaze a short while ago shrank from the sight of the atrocious
Roman whom the imperial poet dared to show dying upon the stage6, today
applaud with the greatest joy the black ferocity of Fayel and the jealous
furies of Otello: similar in this to our forebears who, no longer touched by
sweet and delicate sentiments, abandoned the theatre of Sophocles, Euripides,
Menander and Plautus to run instead to the arena to witness the bloody
spectacles of the gladiators.’ 

Leaving aside further consideration of this argument for another occasion, he
went on, however, to state that:
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...we shall today content ourselves with applauding our most
renowned Signor marchese Berio, who, treating Otello, that most sad7

subject of the English tragedian, has happily given us a drama in which
the distinguished Signor Rossini has succeeded in making us savour all
the true beauty of Italian music: a rapid and natural declamation, the
vehement and animated pathos of the obligatory recitatives, and a
touching cantabile filled with melody, in the midst of which there are
frequently delicious passages which form the prodigy of art, and with
which music gives to the emotions of the soul an expression more
passionate and more tender than that formulated by nature itself.

The greatest praise, however, that we could bestow upon this latest
production of Signor Rossini consists in noting his supreme ability to
link all the pomp of Italian song with the tragic force that the subject
required. We shall single out under this heading the finale of the first
act; the terzetto in the second, together with the following scene for
Signora Colbran; and the whole of the third act, in which this
inimitable actress inspires in all souls the sweetest feelings of melancholy,
and the strongest agitations of tragic terror. Signora Colbran, grand in
the so-called ‘bravura pieces’, and extremely happy in passages in the
form of arpeggios and rapid runs, has no rivals in tragic and declamatory
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music, and in the difficult talent of expression. We have seen her for
several years shining upon our stages, sustaining with marked valour
the most diverse characters, and always evoking universal applause... 

Surprisingly the only other singer who is mentioned by name is Andrea
Nozzari, in the part of Otello, and of him we are merely told that ‘he
often distinguishes himself for the same talent [as Signora Colbran]’.
Of Giovanni David (Rodrigo) and Giuseppe Ciccimarra (Jago), there is no
mention whatsoever, and the critic is content to wind up his review in the
following manner:

The execution of the orchestra, directed by the most valiant Signor
Festa8, was most perfect, as always. The sets were painted with taste by
Signor Tortoli9, a young artist of great promise and the favourite pupil
of the celebrated Cavalier Nicolini10. The costumes are magnificent and
rich: they would be totally in character were it not for some of those
annoying corrections with which amateurs often ruin the work of the
best artists.

But perhaps we have dwelt too long upon tragic subjects...
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10 Antonio Nicolini, celebrated as both architect and theatrical set-designer.



And on that note he switches to other topics entirely.

*  *  *  *

If Gabriella di Vergi became an opera di ripiego in Naples, Otello enjoyed a
much greater success, becoming, as it were, an opera di ripiego for the whole of
the Italian peninsula. In those days, when the concept of a ‘repertory opera’
was just beginning, Otello stands as one of the first and primary examples. It
not merely went the rounds of the Italian theatres, as so many operas of the day
did, but it also enjoyed frequent revivals and new productions in virtually every
Italian city. It became probably the most popular of all Rossini’s serious operas. 

Nor was this success confined to Italy. Europe, the New World – Otello was
seen everywhere, wherever there were opera houses, wherever Italian opera was
staged, and wherever singers of sufficient calibre could be found to sustain it.
The difficulty of finding three outstanding tenors soon led – during the 1820s
– to the practice of introducing a baritone in the part of Jago, a compromise
which, far from jeopardising the popularity of the work, would seem only to
have increased it, since it enabled impresarios to mount it more easily. We may
note, in particular, the tenacity with which it held the stage in the two principal
capitals of 19th century Europe, Paris and London. It was not until well into
the second half of the 19th century, when the ever-growing supremacy of Verdi
inevitably led to the eclipse of so many operas by Rossini, Donizetti, Bellini and
their contemporaries, that its popularity eventually waned. Even so, it held the
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stage with some regularity through the 1870s and into the 1880s. The
death-blow did not come until 1887, when Verdi produced his own Otello,
composed to a supremely accomplished libretto by Arrigo Boito. Writing in
an age when operatic conventions had become much freer, and the whole
conception and conduct of an opera more naturalistic, Verdi and Boito were
able to produce a work which approximated much more closely to
Shakespeare’s play, and captured its qualities with much greater accuracy. Not
surprisingly, at this point Rossini’s opera disappeared from the stage,
Loewenberg recording only two further 19th century productions, in Prague
and in Berlin in 1889. Revival in this century, beginning, according to Tom
Kaufman’s chronology, in New York in 1954 and 1957 and in Rome in 1960
and 1964, has shown that, more formal and dated than Verdi’s though Rossini’s
opera may be, it was nevertheless a remarkable achievement for the period
in which it was written, and remains a satisfying and rewarding work of art
to this day.

*  *  *  *

There is no denying that Berio modified Shakespeare’s play in many ways.
But we should bear in mind that, even if he worked directly from Shakespeare,
he was also much influenced by at least two intermediary continental
adaptations of Shakespeare: Othello (Paris, 1792) by Jean-François Ducis, and
Otello (performed in Naples in 1813, published in 1826), the play we have
already mentioned by Baron Giovanni Carlo Cosenza. A number of the changes
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which, for the sake of simplicity, we here credit to Berio, had in fact already
been made in Ducis and Cosenza.11

Berio’s modifications, whether we approve of them or not, were exactly of the
kind that one would expect: changes which would appear essential to any mind
trained in the continental neoclassical tradition, as opposed to the freer
tradition of England. Once again, we must insist that familiarity with
Shakespeare is a hindrance rather than a help in approaching this opera. If we
can set aside our knowledge of Shakespeare, and view the opera through
the neoclassical ideals of regularity, symmetry and simplicity, we shall
immediately begin to appreciate Berio’s new, alternative and different way of
looking at the subject.

Any neoclassically trained mind begins by accepting that the construction
of a strong and shapely plot is immeasurably aided by an observance of the
‘three unities’ – those concepts of how to treat time, place and action which
were credited to Aristotle, even if only one of them could be found fully stated
in his Poetics.

To ensure a continuous, naturally developing action, Aristotle observed that
the action of most Greek tragedies was confined to a single revolution of the
sun: 24 hours. Some neoclassical theorists went even further, preferring an even
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tighter 12-hour period from sunrise to sunset. Either way, the recommendation
was that the audience should be made to feel that there was no ‘break’ in the
action: it should develop smoothly, and if a work was divided into acts, each
new act should begin where the previous one had broken off. Hence the first
and most Aristotelian of the ‘unities’: that of time.

It followed, as neoclassical theorists saw it, that if the action of a play were
confined to 12 or 24 hours, it should logically take place in one setting, or
within the walls of one city. There was, physically, no time in which to travel
from one city or one country to another. Aristotle was less insistent upon this
secondary unity of place. He did feel, however, that the restriction to a single
setting could help a dramatist give his work satisfying form.

The third unity – that of action – was not Aristotelian at all: it was a purely
neoclassical concept. Unity of action requires that a play should have one main
action, consisting of a beginning, a middle and an end. But it also suggests
that, to attain this sense of a single action, the ‘genres’ should not be mixed. If
a dramatist is writing a tragedy, his material should be consistently serious and
elevated, without lapses into comedy. If he is writing a comedy, a form of drama
that treated lower, more everyday characters, his material once again should be
governed by his intent. While comedy may well parody serious drama, it should
not include genuinely tragic elements and so lose sight of its comic intention.
There is, it will be apparent, a sense of ‘decorum’ at work here: a dramatist
should be aware of what is suited to the kind of drama he has chosen to write.
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With these principles in mind, it becomes possible to appreciate, and indeed
accept, much of what Berio has done. Shakespeare’s Roderigo12 is a fop, a
semi-comic figure who earns our ridicule and contempt. To include such a
character is to flout the unity of action, and Berio consequently rewrites him
as a serious character, giving him suitable stature and elevation by making him
the son of the Doge. Anxious not to have too many characters, he also
eliminates Cassio, and attaches much of Cassio’s part to this new, serious
Rodrigo. The result, as he would have seen it, is more economical, symmetrical,
and ‘decorous’.

Berio was also unable to accept that Shakespeare should break the unity of
place by beginning the action in Venice and then moving it to Cyprus. Two
settings failed to take account of the implications of the unity of time, and
made the action diffuse. He therefore confined the action to where it began: to
Venice. Do we condemn his decision? Before doing so, let us remember that
Boito and Verdi, more naturalistic though their approach may have been, also
decided to observe this unity of place. The only difference is that they chose
Cyprus, whereas Berio and Rossini opted for Venice.

There are, of course, many other minor changes. The handkerchief,
condemned by so many critics as too trivial and ‘indecorous’ an article on which
to hang a tragedy, is changed, as Byron noted, for a billet doux, intended for
Otello but mistaken by him, following the insinuations of Jago, as being
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destined for Rodrigo. Byron scoffed at this change, but is there much to choose
between the two? If the handkerchief was invested by Shakespeare’s Othello
with an aura of superstitious awe – 

That handkerchief
Did an Egyptian to my mother give;
She was a charmer, and could almost read
The thoughts of people: she told her, while
she kept it,

’Twould make her amiable, and subdue my father         
Entirely to her love; but if she lost it,
Or made a gift of it, my father’s eye
Should hold her loathed, and his spirits should hunt
After new fancies...

– the billet doux surely goes far to help us understand Otello’s savage jealousy.

A more serious alteration would seem to be the reduction of the two great
scenes in Shakespeare in which Iago ‘tempts’ Othello and excites his jealousy to
a single scene – a single duet –  in Berio. Berio’s Jago is, one must admit, a less
prominent figure than in Shakespeare. But, as we shall soon see, he was sung
by the third of Rossini’s three tenors, and it is very probable that theatrical
convenienze – the observance of the relevant prerogatives of the singers,
considered in order of their importance – may have played some part in this.
Rossini would also doubtless have been anxious not to have too many musical
items, and the idea of two similar ‘temptation’ duets may well have seemed
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excessive. He poured some of his best ideas into this item – avoiding, for
example, any hint of strophic symmetry in the opening movement, and instead
allowing Otello to read the letter, phrase by phrase, while Jago gloats to see the
success of his deception. It would surely have been too much to ask the
composer to pull off such an achievement twice.

We may mention other changes more briefly. Berio has Desdemona stabbed
rather than smothered, an alteration that was certainly designed to render the
murder a little less brutal and prolonged. And there is no suggestion in Berio
that Emilia is the wife of Jago: she is merely Desdemona’s confidante or maid.
One suspects that here, and in many other minor changes, Berio was acting
in the interests of simplicity, eliminating inessentials, reducing the plot to its
basic elements.

There is, indeed, a new sparseness, a new concentration, in Berio’s work, as
befits a dramma per musica as opposed to a spoken play. No one would wish to
suggest that his achievement challenges Shakespeare’s. He is emphatically
not one of the world’s literary geniuses. But his work does have satisfying
virtues of its own. Viewed in its own light, it is at the very least ‘functional’,
and, we believe, a good deal better than that. It is different from
Shakespeare, belonging to another literary tradition. And it is best appreciated
if the two are kept separate, each to be viewed – and judged – according to its
own merits and tenets.

*  *  *  *
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The London journal, the Pall Mall Gazette, once published a letter13 which
Rossini wrote in response to a young composer who asked him what, in his
opinion, was the most favourable moment at which to compose the overture
to an opera. The part of the letter that is relevant to our present purposes reads
as follows:

1. Wait until the evening before the day fixed for the performance.
Nothing excites the inspiration more than necessity, the presence of a
copyist who is waiting for your work, and the solicitation of a distressed
impresario who is pulling out his hair by the handful.

In my day, in Italy, all the impresarios were bald by the age of 30.

2. I composed the overture to Otello in a small chamber in the Palazzo
Barbaja, where the most bald and most ferocious of all impresarios had
forcibly shut me up with nothing more than a plate of maccheroni, and
the threat that he would not let me out, live as long as I liked, until I
had written the last note.

As always Rossini is here the man of wit, but even while he writes with tongue
mischievously in cheek he does give us some idea of the haste with which the
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score of Otello was put together. What he does not tell us is just how little
composition went into this overture. It was more a case of cut-and-paste than
compose, for much of it is borrowed from earlier works: from Il Turco in Italia
and Sigismondo.14

Nor is this the only instance of time-saving self-borrowing in this work. The
delicious duettino, ‘Quanto son fieri i palpiti’, which introduces Desdemona
and Emilia, comes from Aureliano in Palmira, while ‘L’ira d’avverso fato’,
the rousing cabaletta to the duet for Otello and Jago, is taken from
Torvaldo e Dorliska.

Curiously enough, there was originally one self-borrowing in the score which
Rossini himself came to regret. In Act III, early in the final duet for Otello and
Desdemona, at Desdemona’s words ‘Sfoga il tuo reo furore, intrepida morrò’
and again at Otello’s ‘Che già il tuo bene è spento, che Jago il trucidò’, Rossini
originally re-employed unchanged the crescendo motif from Don Basilio’s
Calumny aria in Il barbiere di Siviglia. Critics of the day were understandably
perplexed, finding disconcerting the quotation, at this moment of heightened
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drama, of such a well-known passage from a comic opera. Their concentration,
we may well imagine, was momentarily broken; their ‘willing suspension of
disbelief ’ uncomfortably jolted. Realising the inadvisability of what he had
done, Rossini modified the passage, retaining the self-borrowing but rendering
it slightly less apparent and provocative.

The practice of self-borrowing was, as we now widely recognise, one of the
‘vices’ of the day. When a composer was trying to write three or four operas a
year, he would seize on any short cut that presented itself. If composing for
Naples, for example, he would not scruple to introduce sections of music from
operas composed in other cities and not yet seen by his Parthenopean audience.
If an earlier opera had not been a success, or had not been heard for some years,
he would not hesitate to use its score as a mine from which to extract material
for new works. The overture to Il barbiere di Siviglia, as we all know, had already
been used twice before it found its definitive home. Indeed it was not until a
piece of music became inalienably recognisable as part of a popular opera that
a composer could be expected to let it be and use it no more.

Our surprise, in fact, ought not to be occasioned by finding so many
self-borrowings in Otello; but rather by finding so much music in the score that
is brilliantly effective and memorable. Rossini’s creative genius was sparked by
many stimuli – by the subject-matter and words of the libretto he was setting,
by the vocal qualities of the individual singers for whom he was composing, and
by his own irrepressible facility in conjuring up effervescent and sparkling
melodies. In Otello all these sources of inspiration came together. Stendhal
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spoke of the ‘fiery urgency’ of the score, and described it as ‘almost
overpowering in its torrential impetuosity’. He also recalled that ‘“volcanic”
was the term which was popular at the San Carlo theatre’. Simply in terms of
sheer melodic exuberance, Otello is one of the most remarkable and engaging
of all Rossini’s operas.

As has often been pointed out, Acts I and II are less remarkable than Act III,
for they are more predictable and conventional in form. Even in these first two
acts, however, the music is full of felicitous and individual touches. And even
when the composer’s decisions are unexpected and perhaps controversial, they
reward consideration. One of the most unexpected, for example, is the decision
that Desdemona should first be heard in duet with Emilia: she has no aria di
sortita. No entrance aria for the prima donna? Was there ever a more gross
miscalculation on the part of a composer and librettist? Clearly many early
prima donnas were of this opinion, for they had no hesitation in introducing
arie da baulle of their choice. As Silvestri wrote:

Grisi very much liked to make her entry with an aria by Marliani,
specially written for her, which evoked the three salvos of applause she
expected. Malibran, grand and admirable though she was, was
sufficiently weak to yield to convention, and sang a cavatina by
Mercadante. Pasta herself took from La donna del lago the famous aria
written for Pisaroni, ‘Oh! quante lagrime!’. Other singers, less notable,
turned to their singing teachers, who granted their fatal requests...
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Fatal requests? Yes, for surely Berio and Rossini knew what they were doing.
Desdemona is not a heroic or regal figure. She is a creature of sensibility: a slip
of a girl who has fallen in love with a dusky, brawny military commander,
attracted by his tales of military exploits and dangers so unlike anything she
herself has ever experienced. By presenting her in duettino with her maid,
librettist and composer paint a sympathetic, intimate, unostentatious picture
of her. A solo aria would necessarily have made a much more formal, more
showy impression. It is also noteworthy that the duettino has no cabaletta: it is
a single andante movement based on an immediately attractive, playfully suave
and caressing melody. Less obviously popolaresco than, say, ‘Di tanti palpiti’ in
Tancredi, it is nevertheless a melody of popular character that helps establish
Desdemona as ‘one of the people’, a young woman similar to many of the
young women who would have been sitting in the audience to hear her.

Among the numerous features which contributed to the strength and
consistency of this score we may note that it was the first opera in which Rossini
accompanied his recitatives with full orchestra. His early operas had made use
of recitativo secco – recitative accompanied by harpsichord – but the high
orchestral standards he found in Naples, and perhaps the prevalence there,
which we have already noted, of ‘French’ practices, prompted him to alter his
procedure. The change began with Elisabetta regina d’Inghilterra, where the
recitatives were accompanied by strings, and was now carried a step further in
Otello. The use of the full orchestra gave the score a greater consistency of
texture – a better feeling of an unbroken flow of sound.
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Yet another source of strength lies in the reliance both librettist and composer
placed upon duets and ensembles rather than upon solos. Jago and Rodrigo,
Desdemona and Emilia, Otello and Jago, Otello and Desdemona – we are
continually witnessing sympathy or conflict between characters. What begins
as a duet of conflict between Otello and Rodrigo turns into a terzetto with the
distraught advent of Desdemona, anxious to keep the peace between the two.
There is, here and elsewhere, a perceptible tendency for items to grow in
complexity – for solos to be punctuated by pertichini or phrases for other
characters; or for the chorus to intervene and play a surprisingly active role.

Nowhere is this growth towards unexpected complexity better illustrated
than in the first finale, the finale to Act I: the scene in which Otello interrupts
the ceremony that Elmiro had intended as the betrothal of Desdemona and
Rodrigo. At its simplest, we should expect a finale to consist of a chorus and/or
introductory movement (the latter probably an allegro) leading to a large-scale
larghetto concertato, sung by all the characters together, and followed in turn by
a tempo di mezzo or bridge-passage leading to a final tense and fast-moving
stretta. Otello, however, presents us with some surprises. An introductory chorus
and strophic first movement, both much in line with what we should expect,
are followed by an andantino mosso terzetto, ‘Ti parli l’amore’. The listener’s
ear interprets this as the concertato, but the ensuing tempo di mezzo, which sees
the entry of Otello, leads not into a stretta but, following Elmiro’s curse of
Desdemona, into a second concertato – in fact the true concertato – a larghetto
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quintet, ‘Incerta l’anima’. It is only after this that another tempo di mezzo leads
into, and attacks with unexpected abruptness, the stretta.

What we have, therefore, is a finale of unusually large proportions, containing
in effect two concertati: a terzetto and a quintetto. The effect is ‘architectural’
– a finale of immensely imposing scale. After analysing it at some length, the
English journal The Harmonicon of June 1823, which somewhat surprisingly
preferred this part of the opera to Act III, remarked:

We have dwelt long on this finale, because it is, without comparison,
the finest part of the opera, and that which has given to Otello its
reputation. Rossini has bestowed on this part, nearly all the imagination
and skill that he meant to afford to the whole work, and his success is
proportioned to his effort.

We may also note that, having scored so well with this first finale, Rossini
does not fall into the trap of repeating himself when he comes to the finale of
Act II. This is totally different: a bravura aria for Desdemona, ‘Che smania!
ahimè! che affanno!’, which is thoroughly and provocatively irregular in form.
An introductory recitative is followed by two introductory movements (or an
introductory movement and a tempo di mezzo). Further surprise awaits us when
we reach the slow movement, the andante ‘L’error d’un’infelice’, for it never
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finishes – never leads into a cabaletta – but instead breaks off into an extended
florid coda.15

Another fascinating aspect of the score is the manner in which Rossini has
written for individual voices, and in particular for his three tenors. It is clear that
Giovanni David, the Rodrigo, possessed the highest voice of the three, a ‘tenore
contraltino’ or ‘tenore di grazia’ – an agile tenor whose upper range was
extended through the use of clearly projected head-tones. Throughout his
career, David was almost without peer in his field, renowned for the brilliance
of his upper register and his elaborately decorated and flexible style. Stendhal
in 1824 felt prompted to describe him as ‘still the finest tenor of his whole
generation’, and to write that ‘his technical ability is merely the foundation of
something like true genius, which gives him a quite incredible fertility in the
art of improvisation, but which sometimes leads him badly astray.’ This sting
in the tail is a reference to the fact that many found his style, despite an excellent
basic training and his undeniable flashes of genius, so excessively decorated as
to merit condemnation on grounds of bad taste. Virtuosity which approached
eccentricity is said to have been a failing which increased as the years went by.
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Andrea Nozzari, who sang Otello, had also begun his career as a high ‘tenore
contraltino’ or ‘tenore di grazia’, but at about the age of 28, as the result of an
illness suffered in Paris, he had lost his ability to sustain this uppermost register.
Upon his return to Italy he had recovered much of his strength of voice, but
never this seemingly effortless highest extension. He thus became known as a
prime example of a ‘baritonal tenor’, still agile and florid in style, still required
to sing high top notes in solo passages, but allotted the lower line, generally a
third below his partner, when he joined in duet with, for example, David. There
is also a discernible concentration upon the middle voice and the chest register
rather than the topmost extension, as if Rossini is making a conscious feature
of exploiting the strength of his lower voice.

Nozzari was a man of striking physique, peculiarly suited to the part of
Otello. Stendhal’s description of his performance stresses the manner in which
his physical presence struck the audience:

...His magnificent stature, which could convey so stirringly an
impression of grandeur tinged with melancholy, was extremely valuable
to him in expressing certain aspects of the part, and in interpreting
conceptions of which the librettist had probably never dreamed. I well
remember the astonishment with which the Neapolitan audiences
reacted to the pure beauty of his gestures, and to the general impression
of rare and graceful majesty which was characteristic of Nozzari in the
part; incidentally, the style of his acting on this occasion was quite
outside his usual repertoire.
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Stendhal also gives us an unforgettable picture of his entry in the last act –
at least as he had seen him act the part in stagings of the opera in Italy:

In the great theatres of Italy they play at this point a superb ritornello,
which the pitiable inadequacy of the scenery in Paris has obliged us to
suppress. During this ritornello, one becomes aware of Otello at a great
distance, right at the back of the stage. A lamp in his hand and his naked
Turkish dagger beneath his arm, he makes his entrance into the
bedroom of his amie by descending a narrow turret staircase. This spiral
staircase has the effect of making his striking figure, lit up by the lamp
in the midst of such vast obscurity, disappear and reappear several times
as he follows the windings of the little staircase he is obliged to follow.
The blade of the naked dagger, which one sees from time to time
flashing in the light of the lamp, tells the spectator everything and turns
him cold with fright.

The third of the three tenors who created this opera was Giuseppe
Ciccimarra, who took the part of Jago. A more shadowy figure than David and
Nozzari, he was active in Naples from 1816 to 1826, and eventually died, about
the year 1840, in Vienna, where he had been appointed ‘direttore del canto’ at
the Kärntnertortheater. He, too, was a ‘baritonal tenor’, for the part of Jago is
noticeably lower in tessitura than that of Rodrigo, and while technically no
lower than that of Otello, it is Otello who is given the upper line when they sing
together. It is noteworthy that some of the later parts he created for Rossini,
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such as Ernesto in Ricciardo e Zoraide, were little more than comprimario roles,
though Florimo, writing many years later, was to remember him as a ‘valente
artista’. Azevedo wrote of him:

Cicimarra [sic] had a beautiful low tenor voice, which he used with
all possible skill. He was a good musician. Where physical beauty was
concerned, his person left much to be desired.16

*  *  *  *

Everywhere in this opera Rossini’s music is florid, for he was very much a
composer in the bel canto tradition. By the end of the century, when Verdi
wrote his opera on the same subject, singing voices had changed. Floridity was
fast disappearing; chest registers were carried higher than previously; singers
consciously aimed at a fuller, more dramatic quality of utterance. To gain some
appreciation of the difference – insofar as it is possible to imagine and recapture
the style and quality of singing in two ages before the advent of recorded sound
– one may compare the tenor singing heard on this recording with that of, say,
Pavarotti, Domingo and Carreras in their ‘Three Tenor’ recitals. The two
approaches are very different, and for each of us it must be individual taste that
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decides the preference. The popular decision of our age would seem to be in
favour of the ‘Three Tenors’, but those of us who find ourselves drawn to the
earlier more agile and delicate bel canto style, with its greater use of head voice,
and who regret the more ‘beefy’ vocal techniques that took over as the century
progressed, may be heartened to read a comment which Rossini himself, close
to the end of his life, made in a letter of 27 January 1866 to his fellow-composer
Giovanni Pacini:

This art [of music], which is based solely on Sentiment and the Ideal,
cannot escape the influence of the times we live in, [and] the sentiment
and the ideal of the present day are wholly concerned with steam, rapine
and barricades... Remember my philosophical determination to give up
my Italian career in 1822, my French career in 1829. Such foresight is
not vouchsafed to everybody; God granted it to me, and I have been
grateful for it ever since.

No wonder that, even as early as 1838, when asked by the impresario of a
theatre which intended to revive Elisabetta regina d’Inghilterra to give him some
guidance towards its production, he replied: ‘These are works to be left in peace.
Give modern music to the public – a public which loves novelty...’ Such
thoughts could only harden into settled conviction as time passed, and he saw
his music, and particularly the music of his serious operas, languish in disfavour
and neglect. Now, however, when for some of us at least musical tastes have



changed, and we are seeing both a resurgence of interest in Rossini’s music and
an emergence of new singers capable of presenting it to advantage, we may
recognise an opera like Otello both as a milestone in the history of Italian opera
and as an essential key to our understanding of its composer and his age.

© Jeremy Commons, 1999
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THE STORY

ACT I
SCENE ONE
Returning to Venice, victorious from his campaign against the Turks in Cyprus,
Otello disembarks amid the acclamations of the populace and is warmly greeted
by the Doge and the Senate. He generously declines all reward, declaring that,
as a foreigner and an African, he is sufficiently honoured if Venice accepts him
as a son. Jago and Rodrigo, who are among his followers, interpret this reply
as a sign of overweening pride.

While Otello departs to be fêted by the people, Elmiro, in response to an
enquiry from Rodrigo, informs him that Desdemona is constantly sighing and
weeping, but refuses to reveal any reason.  

Jago persuades Rodrigo to place his trust in him: a letter which Desdemona
had intended for Otello, but which was intercepted by Elmiro, has found its
way into his – Jago’s – hands, and since the person for whom it was intended
is not named, he is convinced that he can use it to jolt Otello’s pride and
awaken his jealousy.  

SCENE TWO
Desdemona, attended by Emilia, is despondent and perturbed. She loves
Otello – it appears that she has, in fact, secretly married him – whereas her
father hates him. And while the Moor’s victories have only increased her love
for him, they have correspondingly exacerbated her father’s hatred. Elmiro,
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moreover, when he intercepted her letter, had assumed that it was directed to
Rodrigo, and she is fearful lest Otello should come to hear of it and should
believe her unfaithful.  Her fears are intensified by the fact that she has heard
nothing from him since her letter failed to reach him. 

She and Emilia go out of their way to avoid Jago who, aware of their dislike,
reveals the cause of his resentment: he was once Desdemona’s suitor, but was
rejected when she gave her affections to Otello.

Elmiro informs Rodrigo that the time has come for him to marry
Desdemona. Without informing his daughter of what he has in mind, he bids
her accompany him to the celebrations in Otello’s honour.

SCENE THREE
In the presence of all his friends, Elmiro tells a dismayed and perplexed
Desdemona to give Rodrigo her hand. Otello, entering unexpectedly and seeing
her at Rodrigo’s side, assumes that she has betrayed him. He steps forward to
claim her, but finds himself opposed by Rodrigo. Desdemona’s admission that
she has pledged her troth to Otello prompts Elmiro to curse her. He forcibly
separates her from Otello and drags her away.

ACT II
SCENE ONE
In response to Rodrigo’s pleading, Desdemona unwisely reveals that she and
Otello are married.  Rodrigo departs, apparently in wrath, and she is left fearing
the consequences and feeling that she must warn Otello.  
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SCENE TWO
Jago pours his insinuations into Otello’s ear, showing him Desdemona’s letter,
and the lock of her hair that accompanied it, and suggesting that both letter and
token were destined for Rodrigo.

When Rodrigo appears, intending to try to bring about a reconciliation
between himself and Otello, he finds himself grossly insulted and all his
overtures rejected. The two men challenge each other, and, undeterred by
Desdemona’s arrival and her attempts to placate them, depart to fight a duel.
Desdemona faints, and when she recovers finds herself yet again reproached
and spurned by Elmiro.

ACT III
SCENE ONE
Desdemona, attended by Emilia, is preparing for bed. The voice of a gondolier,
heard passing outside her window and singing of happier days remembered in
times of woe, puts her in mind of her own situation, and reminds her of her
former African friend and slave, Isaura, who died of grief when she was deserted
by her lover. A gust of wind, harbinger of an approaching storm, shatters a
pane of glass – an occurrence which Desdemona interprets as an omen of evil
to come. After taking a tearful farewell of Emilia, she prays to Heaven for help
and retires to bed.

Otello enters by a secret door. He believes that by this time Jago will have
slain Rodrigo, and that, once he has killed Desdemona, his vengeance will be
complete. He does not, however, find it easy to wreak his revenge: each time
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he approaches the bed his purpose is overcome by the love which, despite
himself, he continues to feel. Eventually Desdemona awakes, but her
protestations of innocence fail to convince him. As the storm outside reaches
its height, he stabs her to death.

Lucio, one of his followers, arrives with the news that Rodrigo still lives, and
that Jago, who has now confessed his guilt, is to be put to death. The Doge and
Rodrigo also appear, both now remorseful and ready to recognise the marriage
of Otello and Desdemona. Otello, however, opens the bed curtains to show
them Desdemona’s body, and then stabs himself.

© Jeremy Commons, 1999 
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Bruce Ford as Otello



RÉSUMÉ DE L’INTRIGUE

ACTE I
Otello rentre à Venise après sa victoire contre les Turcs, en disant que pour lui
la récompense suprême est d’être accueilli par les Vénitiens comme un enfant
du pays. Rodrigo et Jago y voient un signe d’impudence.

Jago persuade Rodrigo de s’en remettre à lui : il pense pouvoir utiliser une
lettre de Desdemona, interceptée par Elmiro mais destinée à Otello, pour
éveiller la jalouise de ce dernier. Jago n’a pas pardonné à Desdemona, qu’il
courtisait, de lui avoir préféré Otello.

En présence de ses amis rassemblés, Elmiro demande à une Desdemona
désemparée et perplexe d’accorder sa main à Rodrigo. Otello arrive sur ces
entrefaites et, la voyant aux côtes de Rodrigo, croit que Desdemona l’a trahi.
En avouant s’être promise à Otello, Desdemona s’attire la malédiction d’Elmiro. 

ACTE II
En réponse aux demandes pressantes de Rodrigo, Desdemona fait l’erreur de lui
révéler qu’elle a déjà épousé Otello.

Jago empoisonne le cœur d’Otello en insinuant que la lettre de Desdemona
et la boucle de cheveux qu’il a en sa possession étaient destinées à Rodrigo.

Rodrigo se rend auprès d’Otello pour se réconcilier avec lui, mais voit ses
avances rejetées. Desdemona s’efforce vainement d’empêcher une confrontation
entre les deux hommes, qui finissent par se provoquer en duel. Desdemona
s’évanouit. Lorsqu’elle reprend conscience, Elmiro l’accable de reproches.
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ACTE III
Tandis qu’Emilia prépare sa maîtresse pour la nuit, la voix d’un gondolier se fait
entendre sous les fenêtres de Desdemona : il chante le souvenir des jours
heureux en temps de malheur. Desdemona se souvient alors de son ancienne
esclave et amie africaine, Isaura, abandonnée par son bien-aimé et morte de
chagrin. En larmes, Desdemona congédie gentiment Emilia et cherche un
secours dans la prière avant de se coucher.

Otello pénètre dans la chambre de Desdemona par une porte dérobée. Il est
persuadé que Jago a tué Rodrigo et que sa vengeance sera complète une fois
Desdemona morte aussi. Mais chaque fois qu’il s’approche du lit pour la
frapper, l’amour qu’il continue à éprouver pour elle, le retient. Desdemona
s’éveille enfin mais ses protestations d’innocence ne parviennent pas à le
convaincre. Il l’a frappe à mort alors que, dehors, l’orage se déchaîne.

On apprend que Rodrigo est vivant et que Jago, qui a tout avoué, sera bientôt
mis à mort. Le doge de Venise et Rodrigo se présentent pour exprimer leur
regrets et se déclare prêts à reconnaître l’union d’Otello et de Desdemona. A ce
moment-là, Otello écarte les rideaux entourant le lit de Desdemona pour
dévoiler son corps inerte, et se donne la mort.
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La réception de l’opéra

Otello, ossia il moro di Venezia de Rossini a toujours eu mauvaise presse en
Angleterre, et cela depuis la description qu’en fit Lord Byron à son ami Samuel
Rogers, après une représentation donnée à Venise en 1818:

Ils ont crucifié “Othello”: ils en ont fait un opéra... La musique, bonne
bien que lugubre – mais le texte, n’en parlons pas! Toutes les vraies
scènes avec Iago ont été coupées – et pour couronner le tout: le
mouchoir se transforme un billet doux.

En fait, pour apprécier cet opéra, il faut l’aborder, non pas tant comme une
adaptation de la pièce de Shakespeare, mais comme un exemple de dénouement
tragique qui exercera une profonde influence sur le devenir de l’opéra italien,
ainsi qu’une œuvre dramatique construite sur le modèle néoclassique.

Otello est le second des neuf opéras composés par Rossini pour les théâtres
royaux de Naples, alors dirigés par Domenico Barbaja. La première
représentation a lieu au Teatro del Fondo le 4 décembre 1816 avec, dans les
rôles principaux, Isabella Colbran (Desdemona), Andrea Nozzari (Otello),
Giovanni David (Rodrigo) et Giuseppe Ciccimarra (Jago). Le dénouement
tragique de l’opéra ne manque pas de choquer le public de l’époque, mais succès
ne se fait pas attendre. L’opéra est représenté dans le monde entier et se
maintient à l’affiche jusque vers la fin du XIXe siècle, où il est finalement éclipsé
par l’Otello de Verdi créé en 1887. Redécouvert aujourd’hui, cet opéra nous
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apparaît comme une remarquable réussite pour l’époque et une œuvre capable
d’être encore véritablement appréciée par le public actuel. Le troisième acte, le
plus proche du texte de Shakespeare, nous montre un Rossini au sommet de la
créativité. 
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Elizabeth Futral 
as Desdemona



DIE HANDLUNG

1. AKT
Otello kehrt siegreich aus der Schalacht gegen die Türken nach Venedig zurück.
Als Lohn fordert er lediglich die Anerkennung, ein Sohn Venedigs zu sien, was
von Rodrigo und Jago also Zeichen des Stolzes gedeutet wird. 

Jago überredet Rodrigo, ihm sein Vertrauen zu schenken: Mit Hilfe eines
Briefs, den Desdemona an Otello schrieb, der von Elmiro aber abgefangen
wurde, will er Otellos Eifersucht wecken. Er grollt Desdemona, weil er sie
früher einmal verehrte, sie sich aber Otello zuwandte.

Im Kreis seiner Freunde fodert Elmiro die betrübte und vertlüffte
Desdemona auf, ihre Hand Rodrigo zu reichen. Als Otello unerwartet
herinkommt und sie an Rodrigos Seite stehen sieht, glaubt er, daß sie ihn
betrogen hat. Desdemona erklärt, daß sie Otello ewige Treue geschworen hat,
woraufhin Elmiro sie verflucht.

2. AKT
Auf Rodrigos Flehen hin gesteht Desdemona ihm, daß sie und Otello
verheiratet sind.

Jago läßt Otello gegenüber Anspielungen fallen und flüstert ihm ein,
Desdemonas Brief und die dabeiliegende Locke seien für rodrigo bestimmt.

Als Rodrigo erscheint, um sich mit Otello zu versöhnen, wird er von diesem
abgewisen. Ohne auf Desdemona und ihre Beschwichtigungsversuche zu
hören, gehen die beiden Männer davon, um sich zu duellieren. Desdemona
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fällt in Ohnmacht und wird, als sie wieder zu sich kommt, von Elmiro erneut
mit Vorwürfen und Schmähungen überhäuft.

3. AKT
Mit Hilfe von Emilia entkleidet sich Desdemona zur Nacht. Die Stimme eines
Gondolieres, der draußen an ihrem Fenster vorbeigleitet und von glücklicheren
Tagen singt, an die man sich in düsteren Zeiten erinnert, lassen sie an ihre
afrikanische Freundin und Sklavin Isaura denken, die vor Kummer starb, als ihr
Geliebter sie verließ. Nachdem sie sich von Emilia weinend zur Nacht
verabschiedet hat, fleht sie den Himmel um Beistand an und geht zu Bett.

Durch eine geheime Tür betritt Otello ihr Zimmer. Im Glauben, daß Jago
mittlerweile Rodrigo ermordet haben wird, will er jetzt Desdemona töten, um
seine Rache zu vollenden. Doch jedes Mal, wenn er an ihr Bett tritt, um seinen
Plan auszuführen, wird er von Liebe übermannt, die er trotz allem noch für sie
empfindet. Schließlich watcht sie auf, doch ihre Beteuerungen, sie sei
unschuldig, fallen auf taube Ohren. Als das gewitter draußen seinen
Höhepunkt erreicht, ersticht er sie.

Es wird bekannt, daß Rodrigo noch am Leben ist und Jago, der seine Schuld
gestanden hat, zum Tode verurteilt wurde. Auch der Doge und Rodrigo
erscheinen; beide sind voller Reue und bereit, die Ehe Otellos und Desdemonas
anzuerkennen. Das schiebt Otello den Vorhang vor dem Bett beiseite und zeigt
ihnen Desdemonas Leiche; dann stürzt er sich ins eigene Messer.
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Historische Anmerkungen

Rossinis Otello, ossia il moro di Venezia rief in England immer wieder die
Kritiker auf den Plan – schon seit 1818, als Lord Byron in Venedig eine
Aufführung miterlebte und seinem Freund Samuel Rogers nach England
schrieb: 

Sie haben “Othello” zu einer oper verwüstet ... Gute Musik, wenn
auch schwermütig – aber der Text! Die ganzen guten Szenen mit Iago
fehlen – und der allergrößte Unsinn: Sie haben aus dem Taschentuch
ein billet doux gemacht ...

Um der Oper gerecht zu werden, darf man sie allerdings nicht als
Opernversion eines Shakespeare-Dramas betrachten, sondern als frühes und
sehr einflußreiches Beispiel für ein tragisches Ende in einer italienischen Oper
und als Werk, das nach den dramaturgischen Prinzipien der Neoklassik
aufgebaut ist.

Otello ist die zweite von insgesamt neun Opern, die Rossini für die
Königlichen Theater von Neapel unter der Leitung von Domenico
Barbaja komponierte. Sie wurde am 4. Dezember 1816 am Teatro del Fondo
uraufgeführt mit Isabella Colbran als Desdemona, Andrea Nozzari als Otello,
Giovanni David als Rodrigo und Giuseppe Ciccimarra als Jago. Obwohl viele
Zuhörer das tragische Ende als schockierend empfanden, war die Oper ein
durchschlagender Erfolg. Sie wurde in aller Welt produziert und noch bis gegen
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Ende des Jahrhunderts aufgeführt; ihr Ruhm verblaßte erst, als Verdi 1887 mit
seinem Otello an die Öffenlichkeit trat. Bei der heutigen Wiederaufführung
zeigt sich, daß die Oper nicht nur eine beachtliche Leistung war für die Zeit,
in der sie enstand, sondern daß sie bis heute als überzeugendes Kunstwerk
gelten muß. Der dritte Akt, in dem Shakespeares Vorlage am deutlichsten zum
Tragen kommt, ist eine von Rossinis eindrucksvollsten und durchschlagendsten
Kompositionen.
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William Matteuzzi
as Rodrigo



LA TRAMA

PRIMO ATTO
Di ritorno a Venezia, dopo aver sconfitto i Turchi, Otello chiede un’unica
ricompensa: essere riconosciuto figlio di Venezia. Rodrigo e Jago interpretano
questa richiesta come segno di orgoglio.

Jago convince Rodrigo a fidarsi di lui: è certo di poter usare una lettera di
Desdemona, destinata ad Otello, ma intercettata da Elmiro, per ingelosire
Otello. Jago nutre del rancore nei confronti di Desdemona perché era stato suo
pretendente, ma era stato respinto a favore di Otello.

In presenza di tutti i suoi amici, Elmiro chiede a Desdemona, sgomenta e
perplessa, di concedere la propria mano a Rodrigo, Otello entra
inaspettatamente e, vedendola al fianco di Rodrigo, pensa di essere stato tradito.
Desdemona ammette di essersi promessa ad Otello e questo spinge Elmiro a
maledirla.

SECONDO ATTO
In risposta alle suppliche di Rodrigo, Desdemona imprudentemente rivela di
aver sposato Otello.

Parlando con Otello, Jago insinua che la lettera di Desdemona e la ciocca di
capelli che l’accompagnavano fossero destinate a Rodrigo. 

Compare Rodrigo, che desidera riconciliarsi con Otello, ma vede che i suoi
tentativi vengono respinti. Nonostante gli sforzi di Desdemona per calmarli, i
due uomini si allontanano per sfidarsi a duello. Desdemona sviene e quando
ritorna in sé si trova ancora una volta rimproverata e respinta da Elmiro.
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ATTO TERZO
Assistita da Emilia, Desdemona si prepara ad andare a letto. Il canto di un
gondoliere, che si sente passare sotto la sua finestra e rievoca giorni felici in
tempi di dolore, le ricorda una sua amica, la schiava africana Isaura, morta di
dolore perché abbandonata dal suo innamorato. Dopo essersi congedata in
lacrime da Emilia, ella prega il Cielo di aiutarla e si ritira nella sua camera.

Otello entra da una porta segreta. È convinto che ormai Jago abbia ucciso
Rodrigo e che, una volta uccisa Desdemona, la sua vendetta sarà completa. Ma
ogni volta che si avvicina al letto la sua determinazione è soffocata dall’amore
che, suo malgrado, continua a nutrire per lei. Infine Desdemona si sveglia e
protesta la sua innocenza, ma invano. Mentre una tempesta all’esterno
raggiunge il culmine, Otello la pugnala a morte.

Giunge la notizia che Rodrigo è ancora vivo e che Jago, che ha ormai
confessato la sua colpa, sarà giustiziato. Compaiono anche il Doge e Rodrigo,
entrambi ormai in preda al rimorso e pronti a riconoscere il matrimonio di
Otello e Desdemona. Ma Otello apre le cortine del letto per mostratre il corpo
di Desdemona, prima di pugnalarsi. 
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Nota storica

Otello, ossia il moro di Venezia di Rossini è sempre stato bistrattato dalla stampa
inglese, da quando Lord Byron lo vide rappresentato a Venezia nel 1818 e
scrisse queste parole al suo amico Samuel Rogers in Inghilterra:

Hanno sacrificato ‘Othello’ facendone un’opera lirica...Buona, seppur
lugubre la musica – ma le parole! Tutte le scene vere con Iago sono state
tagliate – e invece la peggiore sciocchezza: il fazzoletto è diventato un
billet doux...

L’opera però si apprezza meglio se la si considera non tanto un adattamento
lirico della tragedia shakespeariana, ma un primo e altamente influente esempio
di conclusione tragica nell’opera italiana e un’opera costruita su principi
drammatici neoclassici.

Seconda di una serie di nove opere composte da Rossini per i teatri regi di
Napoli, all’epoca diretti da Domenico Barbaja, Otello fu eseguita per la prima
volta al Teatro del Fondo il 4 dicembre del 1816. Il cast era capeggiato da
Isabella Colbran nel ruolo di Desdemona, Andrea Nozzari era Otello, Giovanni
David era Rodrigo e Giuseppe Ciccimarra era Jago. Sebbene la tragica
conclusione scandalizzasse molti tra il pubblico, l’opera ebbe subito grande
successo. Fu rappresentata in tutto il mondo e replicata fino alla fine del secolo.
Venne infine eclissata solo dall’Otello di Verdi, reppresentato nel 1887. Il revival
dei nostri giorni ha rivelato un’opera che non rappresenta solo un notevole
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risultato per l’epoca in cui venne composta, ma rimane soddisfacente e
gratificante fino ad oggi. Il terzo atto, il più fedele all’originale shakespeariano,
è una delle più potenti e sostenute ispirazioni rossiniane. 
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Two early interpreters of the role of Desdemona



A Chronology of Performances of Rossini’s Otello
By Tom Kaufman

THE BIGGEST problem in compiling a chronology of a near repertory opera is to
narrow the list down to manageable limits. Earlier chronologies had been either arranged
in the same order as the operas performed or were sorted by country and city. Any of
these arrangements would have required presenting a complete list, which would be overly
long, or making countless decisions as to which productions were important enough to
include and which could safely be left out.

The problem was best solved by limiting the list to the most important interpreters of
the title role throughout the period in which the opera was performed. This solution had
the added advantage of being of greater interest to the reader, in that it became readily
apparent which key tenors sang the opera most.

The other point which this list makes is that Rossini’s opera was performed up to the
time of the 1887 premiere of Verdi’s own setting of the story. It was not, as so many people
have thought, a decline in singing which saw the disappearance of Rossini’s Otello. Verdi’s
opera was built on theatrical and musical trends which had advanced 70 years. It is a
masterpiece by a mature composer. Even Rossini would have acknowledged this to be so. 

Date City & Theatre Desdemona Rodrigo Jago Elmiro
Andrea Nozzari as Otello

04.12.1816 Naples-Fondo I. Colbran G. David G. Ciccimarra1 M. Benedetti
18.01.1818 Naples-San Carlo I. Colbran G. David G. Ciccimarra M. Benedetti
28.02.1819 Naples-San Carlo G. Dardanelli G. David G. Ciccimarra M. Benedetti
08.06.1819 Naples-San Carlo I. Colbran G. David G. Ciccimarra M. Benedetti
27.10.1823 Naples-San Carlo J. Fodor G. David G. Ciccimarra M. Benedetti
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Date City & Theatre Desdemona Rodrigo Jago Elmiro
Manuel Garcia as Otello

05.06.1821 Paris-Italien G. Pasta M. Bordogni ... Deville N.P. Levasseur
18.05.1822 Paris-Italien G. Pasta M. Bordogni N.P. Levasseur
- -.05.1823 London-King’s V. Camporese A. Curioni D. Reina C.O. Porto
24.05.1823 Paris-Italien G. Pasta M. Bordogni C. Zuchelli
24.04.1824 London-King’s G. Pasta P.I. Begrez R. Benetti C.O. Porto
10.05.1825 London-King’s G. Pasta P.I. Begrez A. Curioni C.O. Porto
07.02.1826 New York City- M. Malibran

Astor
22.04.1827 Mexico City
12.11.1828 Paris-Italien M. Malibran

Alberico Curioni as Otello
16.05.1822 London-King’s V. Camporese
12.04.1825 Paris-Italien G. Pasta M. Bordogni L. Giovanola N.P. Levasseur
26.10.1825 Paris-Italien G. Pasta M. Bordogni L. Giovanola N.P. Levasseur
22.04.1826 London-King’s G. Pasta A. Torri ... Deville C.O. Porto
05.02.1828 London-King’s G. Pasta A. Torri ... Deville C.O. Porto
- -.10?1829 Dublin-Th. Royal
02.07.1831 London-King’s G. Pasta G.B. Rubini V. Santini L. Lablache
23.09.1834 Dublin-Th. Royal A. Kintherland

Domenico Donzelli as Otello
12.05.1822 Naples-San Carlo G. Dardanelli/ G.B. Rubini

J. Fodor
13.03.1823 Vienna- J. Fodor G. David G. Ciccimarra A. Ambrogi

Kärntnerthor
05.07.1824 Vienna- J. Fodor G. David

Kärntnerthor
04.10.1825 Paris-Italien G. Pasta
31.01.1826 Venice-La Fenice E. Mombelli G. Vaschetti G. Binaghi D. Coselli
08.04.1826 Paris-Italien G. Pasta
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Soprano Giulia Grisi and her husband, the tenor Mario. 
They performed Otello in Paris, London and St Petersburg.



Date City & Theatre Desdemona Rodrigo Jago Elmiro
02.06.1827 Paris-Italien V. Blasis M. Bordogni
01.01.1828 Paris-Italien H. Sontag M. Bordogni
15.04.1828 Paris-Italien M. Malibran
02.10.1828 Paris-Italien M. Malibran M. Bordogni
21.04.1829 London-King’s M. Malibran/ A. Curioni/ N.P. Levasseur ... De Angeli

H. Sontag M. Bordogni
13.02.1830 London-King’s V. Blasis/ A. Curioni V. Santini

M. Malibran
06.11.1830 Paris-Italien M. Malibran G. David ... Paganini N.P. Levasseur
21.01.1832 Milan-La Scala G. Pasta ... Deval C. Badiali V. Negrini
12.06.1832 London-King’s W. Schröder- F. Galli L. Mariani

Devrient
??.09.1832 Bologna-Comunale M. Albini E. Molinelli E. Linari-Bellini G. Ambrosini
26.03.1835 Venice-La Fenice M. Malibran
24.04.1835 Pisa-Ravvivati F. Persiani
17.08.1835 Sinigaglia- E. Tadolini

Comunale
19.09.1835 Trieste-Grande H. Méric-Lalande
Fiera 1838 Bergamo-Riccardi E. Tadolini A. Castellan A. Statuti I. Marini
17.04.1839 Rome-Valle A. Rainieri-Marini
19.05.1840 Forlì-Comunale A. Moltini A. Castellan ... Guscetti
21.11.1840 Venice-Apollo G. Strepponi A. Castellan G. Ferri P. Botticelli
02.04.1841 Vienna- E. Tadolini A. Castellan C. Badiali R. Ferlotti

Kärntnerthor
18.09.1841 Lucca-Giglio F. Maray A. Castellan S. Ronconi
19.11.1841 Florence-Pergola F. Maray A. Castellan S. Ronconi
09.05.1842 Vienna- E. Tadolini A. Castellan C. Badiali P. Derivis

Kärntnerthor
25.10.1844 Naples-San Carlo A. Bishop ... Paganini G.F. Beneventano M. Arati
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Date City & Theatre Desdemona Rodrigo Jago Elmiro
Giuditta Pasta as Otello

15.05.1828 London-King’s H. Sontag A. Curioni C. Zuchelli/ C.O. Porto
M. Deville

Giovanni David as Otello
26.12.1820 Rome-Argentina2 G. Dardanelli A. Curioni P. Todrani L. Dondini
10.06.1832 Naples-San Carlo G. Ronzi di Begnis/

M. Malibran
06.08.1832 Naples-Fondo M. Malibran G. Basadonna
14.11.1833 Naples-San Carlo M. Malibran D. Reina

Maria Malibran as Otello
14.11.1831 Paris-Italien W. Schröder-Devrient

Giovanni Battista Rubini as Otello
16.04.1820 Naples-San Carlo3 I. Colbran G. Chizolla G. Ciccimarra M. Benedetti
15.12.1825 Paris-Italien G. Pasta
12.12.1826 Naples-Fondo G. Pasta
22.02.1827 Naples-San Carlo4 G. Pasta B. Winter ... Niccolini M. Benedetti
17.04.1830 Vienna- G. Pasta

Kärntnerthor
- -.09?1830 Vicenza-Eretenio E. Bonini
14.11.1831 Paris-Italien
22.12.1832 Paris-Italien H.Karl/Giud. M. Bordogni A. Tamburini

Grisi
07.02.1834 Paris-Italien Giulia Grisi N. Ivanoff A. Tamburini
22.04.1834 London-King’s G. Grisi N. Ivanoff A. Tamburini C. Zuchelli
01.01.1835 Paris-Italien G. Grisi N. Ivanoff A. Tamburini L. Lablache
02.05.1835 London-King’s G. Grisi N. Ivanoff A. Tamburini L. Lablache
19.01.1836 Paris-Italien G. Grisi N. Ivanoff A. Tamburini L. Lablache
14.05.1836 London-King’s G. Grisi B. Winter A. Tamburini L. Lablache
12.12.1836 Paris-Italien G. Grisi N. Ivanoff A. Tamburini L. Lablache
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Date City & Theatre Desdemona Rodrigo Jago Elmiro
06.05.1837 London-King’s G. Grisi N. Ivanoff A. Tamburini L. Lablache
21.12.1837 Paris-Italien G. Grisi N. Ivanoff A. Tamburini L. Lablache
21.04.1838 London-Her G. Grisi F. Tati A. Tamburini L. Lablache

Majesty’s
02.10.1838 Paris-Italien G. Grisi N. Ivanoff A. Tamburini L. Lablache
09.05.1839 London-Her P. Viardot F. Tati A. Tamburini L. Lablache

Majesty’s
08.10.1839 Paris-Italien P. Viardot ... Sinico/ A. Tamburini L. Lablache

R. Mirate
05.05.1840 London-Her G. Grisi ... Ricciardi A. Tamburini L. Lablache

Majesty’s
08.03.1841 Paris-Italien G. Grisi R. Mirate A. Tamburini L. Lablache
29.04.1841 London-Her P. Viardot ... Flavio A. Tamburini L. Lablache

Majesty’s
11.08.1842 London-Her F. Persiani ... Stella G. Ronconi L. Lablache

Majesty’s
21.04.1843 St Petersburg-Imperial
25.10.1843 St Petersburg- P. Viardot A. Tamburini

Imperial
Mario as Otello

14.02.1843 Paris-Italien G. Grisi L. Salvi G. Ronconi
20.02.1843 Paris-Italien G. Grisi L. Corelli A. Tamburini L. Lablache
04.07.1844 London-Her G. Grisi L. Corelli L. Fornasari L. Lablache

Majesty’s
14.09.1844 Dublin-Th. Royal G. Grisi L. Corelli F. Lablache G. Paltoni
10.02.1845 Paris-Italien G. Grisi G. Ronconi L. Lablache
19.06.1845 London-Her G. Grisi L. Corelli L. Fornasari L. Lablache

Majesty’s
16.03.1846 Paris-Italien G. Grisi G. Ronconi L. Lablache
15.03.1847 Paris-Italien G. Grisi G. Ronconi L. Lablache
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Christine Nilsson and Adelina Patti. During the 1870s they sang
Desdemona in Russia and England.



Date City & Theatre Desdemona Rodrigo Jago Elmiro
31.03.1848 Paris-Italien A. Castellan
22.08.1851 London-Covent G. Grisi F. Ciaffei G. Ronconi E. Polonini

Garden
Enrico Tamberlick as Otello

06.07.1850 London-Covent G. Grisi ... Marailt G. Ronconi C.H. Zelger
Garden

22.08.1851 London-Covent G. Grisi F. Ciaffei G. Ronconi E. Polonini
Garden

13.12.1851 St Petersburg- G. Grisi G. Ronconi
Imperial

07.06.1852 London-Covent G. Grisi G. Galvani G. Ronconi I. Marini
Garden

25.10.1852 St Petersburg- M. Spezia/ P. Stecchi- A. De Bassini J. Tagliafico
Imperial P. Viardot Bottardi

23.07.1853 London-Covent G. Grisi G. Ronconi J. Tagliafico
Garden

11.02.1854 St Petersburg- A. De la E. Calzolari A. De Bassini A. Didot
Imperial Grange

27.04.1854 London-Covent S. Cruvelli/ G. Stigelli G. Ronconi E. Polonini
Garden P. Viardot

30.08.1854 Manchester-Theatre S. Cruvelli ... Luchesi J. Tagliafico ... Fortini
Royal

08?09.1854 Liverpool-Theatre S. Cruvelli
Royal

13.09.1854 Dublin-Th. Royal S. Cruvelli ... Luchesi J. Tagliafico ... Fortini
06.10.1854 St Petersburg- A. De la E. Calzolari A. De Bassini ... Didot

Imperial Grange
07.08.1855 London-Covent P. Viardot F. Graziani J. Tagliafico

Garden
08.09.1855 Dublin-Th. Royal P. Viardot I. Gardoni F. Graziani J. Tagliafico
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Date City & Theatre Desdemona Rodrigo Jago Elmiro
26.06.1856 Rio de Janeiro- E. La Grua L. Walter A. Susini

Lyrico Fluminense
16.01.1858 St Petersburg- A. Bosio E. Calzolari A. De Bassini C. Everardi

Imperial
29.03.1858 Paris-Italien G. Grisi B. Belart G. Corsi A. Susini
26.06.1858 London-Covent G. Grisi P. Neri- G. Ronconi

Garden Baraldi
- -.01.1859 St Petersburg- A. Bosio E. Calzolari A. De Bassini C. Everardi

Imperial
02.04.1859 Paris-Italien A. Castellan G. Galvani G. Corsi
11.06.1859 London-Covent G. Grisi P. Neri- G. Ronconi J. Tagliafico

Garden Baraldi
12.10.1859 St Petersburg- E. La Grua E. Calzolari A. De Bassini C. Everardi

Imperial
11.03.1860 Paris-Italien A. Borghi-Mamo F. Graziani
18.05.1860 Madrid-Zarzuela E. Kenneth O. Bartolini E. Manfredi
31.12.1861 St Petersburg- E. La Grua E. Calzolari A. De Bassini C. Everardi

Imperial
--.02?1862 St Petersburg- E. La Grua E. Calzolari A. De Bassini? C. Everardi?

Imperial
13.03.1862 Paris-Italien A. Charton-Demeur
28.01.1863 St Petersburg- C. Barbot E. Calzolari A. De Bassini

Imperial
29.03.1863 Paris-Italien E. Frezzolini
04.03.1864 St Petersburg- C. Barbot E. Calzolari F. Graziani

Imperial
11.06.1864 London-Covent E. La Grua F. Graziani G. Atry

Garden
09.11.1864 St Petersburg- C. Barbot E. Calzolari F. Graziani C. Everardi

Imperial 
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Date City & Theatre Desdemona Rodrigo Jago Elmiro
28.10.1865 St Petersburg- C. Barbot E. Calzolari F. Graziani C. Everardi

Imperial
17.10.1866 St Petersburg- C. Barbot E. Calzolari F. Graziani? C. Everardi?

Imperial
06.04.1867 Madrid-Real A. Borghi- E. Palermi A. De Bassini P. Medini

Mamo
27.05.1868 Barcelona-Principal C. Marchisio G. Rota
22.12.1868 Paris-Italien G. Krasuss E. Palermi N. Verger L. Agnesi
20.11.1869 Madrid-Real C. Ferni E. Testa D. Squarcia I. Marini/

J. Becerra
01.07.1870 Granada-Isabel C. Ferni L. Giraldoni

la Catolica
18?.07.1870 Cadiz-Principal C. Ferni L. Giraldoni
20.06.1871 Mexico City- A. Peralta G. Verati L. Gassier G. Maffei

National
26.12.1871 Havana-Tacon H. Reboux
27.02.1875 Madrid-Real R. Penco L. Piazza J. Roudil J. David
15.04.1875 Seville-S.F. R. Penco
10.12.1875 Madrid-Real A. Pozzoni A. Gottardi J. Roudil J. Ordinas
03.02.1877 Madrid-Real A. Pozzoni A. Bettini C. Boccolini A. Ponsard
14.06.1877 London-Her C. Nilsson E. Carrion J.B. Faure A.J. Foli

Majesty’s
20.11.1877 Paris-Italien ... Sonnier N. Verger
11.01.1878 Madrid-Real A. Borghi- E. Palermi/ M. Padilla/ J. Ordinas/

Mamo I. Corsi A. Huguet R. Nannetti
Roberto Stagno as Otello

1867 Seville-San A. Borghi- P. Stecchi- E. Storti
Fernando Mamo Bottardi

1867 Cadiz-Principal A. Borghi E. Palermi E. Storti A. Padovani
Mamo/C. Marchisio
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Maria Malibran
in the role of Desdemona



Date City & Theatre Desdemona Rodrigo Jago Elmiro
26.10.1867 Barcelona-Liceo E. Kenneth ... Negre E. Storti A. Rodas
1868 Seville-San Fernando
21.09.1868 Moscow-Bolshoi D. Artot G. Piazza M. Padilla C. Bossi
16.10.1869 Moscow-Bolshoi C. Marchisio ... Cantoni G. Rota
23.04.1870 Seville-San C. Marchisio ... Vistarini G. Del Puente P. Milesi

Fernando
21.11.1870 Moscow-Bolshoi C. Marchisio A. Marin G. Rota C. Bossi
25.04.1871 Rome-Apollo C. Marchisio M. Ciapini C. Zuchelli
03.09.1872 Bad Homburg- A. Patti ... Rinaldini N. Verger G. Capponi

Kursaal
18.01.1875 Cairo-Khediviale A. Fricci M. Vidal N. Verger P. Milesi
20.11.1877 Moscow-Bolshoi C. Nilsson I. Sabater G. Rota J. Jamet
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1 Weinstock reports that there is a score in his possession listing Garcia as Jago. This is not possible since
Garcia was in Paris at that time.

2 With a happy ending and some new music.

3 There is some question as to whether Rubini or Nozzari sang Otello. The Rubini book states that he did
not sing Otello until 1825, but the Naples chronology lists him as singing Otello in one performance.

4 According to Marinelli, the entire opera was given, but the Rubini book states that only Act II was given,
with the entire work performed on 20 March.



OTELLO
Dramma in three acts

Libretto by the Marchese Francesco Berio di Salsa
First performance: 4 December 1816

Teatro del Fondo, Naples

ORIGINAL CAST
Otello, an African in the service of Venice....................................................Andrea Nozzari
Desdemona, the lover and secret wife of Otello, 
and the daughter of Elmiro.....................................................................Isabella Colbran   

Elmiro Barberigo, Venetian patrician, the enemy of Otello 
and the father of Desdemona................................................................Michele Benedetti

Rodrigo, Desdemona’s unsuccessful suitor, the son of the Doge......................Giovanni David
Jago, the secret enemy of Otello, and, for political reasons, 
the friend of Rodrigo.......................................................................Giuseppe Ciccimarra

Emilia, Desdemona’s confidante......................................................................Maria Manzi
Lucio, Otello’s confidant................................................................................Nicola Mollo
The Doge..............................................................................................Gaetano Chizzola
A Gondolier.................................................................................................Nicola Mollo

Senators; followers of Otello; Desdemona’s maidens; friends and confidants of
Elmiro; followers of Rodrigo; populace.

The action takes place in Venice.

Passages of the following text which are placed within double quotation marks (“....”)
formed part of Berio’s original libretto, but were not set by Rossini.
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ACT ONE

[1] SINFONIA

SCENE I
The Senate Hall in Venice. The Lido is visible through several arches at the back of the stage,
crowded with people who joyously await the disembarkation of Otello. There are ships in the
background.

The Doge, Elmiro and seated senators; then Otello, Jago, Rodrigo and Lucio followed by the
ranks of Otello’s followers.

[2]                                                 POPULACE
Viva Otello, viva il prode   Long life to Otello, long life to the brave
Delle schiere invitto duce!     Invincible leader of the forces!
Or per lui di nuova luce           Now, thanks to him, Adria
Torna l’Adria a sfolgorar.    Shines once more with renewed light.
Lui guidò virtù fra l’armi,      Prowess guided him in the mêlée of arms,
Militò con lui fortuna,                  Fortune fought at his side,
S’oscurò l’Odrisia luna          The crescent moon of Turkey was eclipsed
Del suo brando al fulminar.        At the flash of his sword.

Otello, having disembarked, advances towards the Doge to the sound of a military 
march. He is followed by Jago, Rodrigo and Lucio.
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Bruce Ford
(Otello)



[3]                                                     OTELLO
Vincemmo, o prodi. I perfidi nemici O valiant ones, we conquered. The 

perfidious enemy    
Caddero estinti. Al lor furor ritolsi  Fell dead in their tracks. I recovered
Sicura omai d’ogni futura offesa Cyprus, the strength and defence of this

state,
Cipro, di questo suol forza e difesa.  From their fury: it is now secure from any

future offence.
Null’altro a oprar mi resta. Ecco vi rendo Nothing remains for me to do. Here I 

restore to you
L’acciar temuto; e delle vinte schiere My dreaded sword, and lay at your feet
Depongo al vostro piede armi e bandiere.  The arms and banners of the vanquished 

forces.
DOGE

Qual premio al tuo valor chieder potrai? What reward can you ask for your valour?
OTELLO

Mi compensaste assai     You rewarded me sufficiently
Nell’affidarvi in me. D’Africa figlio, By placing your trust in me. A son of Africa,
Qui straniero son io. Ma se rinserro  I am a stranger here. But if my breast

contains
Un cuor degno di voi, se questo suolo A heart that is worthy of you, if I respect,
Piucché patria rispetto, ammiro, ed amo, Admire and love this soil more than I would

a fatherland,
M’abbia l’Adria qual figlio: altro non Let Adria accept me as her son. I wish    

bramo. naught else.
JAGO

(Che superba richiesta!)       (What a haughty request!)
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RODRIGO
(A’ voti del mio cor fatale è questa.)   (This spells disaster to my heart’s desires.)

DOGE
Tu d’ogni gloria il segno  As victor you have exceeded the reach
Vincitor trascorresti. Il brando invitto Of every honour. Return your 

all-conquering sword
Riponi al fianco, e già dell’Adria figlio To its scabbard at your side, and, already a

son of Adria,
Vieni tra i plausi a coronarti il crine  Come amid applause to crown your brow
Del meritato alloro.             With well-deserved laurel.

RODRIGO
to Jago

(Che ascolto? ahimè! perduto ho il mio (What do I hear? Alas! I have lost my
tesoro.) beloved.)

JAGO
to Rodrigo

(Taci, non disperar.)       (Silence, do not lose hope.)
OTELLO

Confuso io sono          I am confused
A tante prove e tante     By so many, many proofs
D’un generoso amor. Ma meritarle  Of a generous love. But can I,
Poss’io, che nacqui sotto ingrato cielo,  Who was born beneath an ungrateful sky,
D’aspetto, e di costumi                And am so different from you
Sì diverso da voi?                In appearance and manners, be worthy 

of them?
DOGE

Nascon per tutto, e rispettiam gli Eroi. Heroes are born everywhere, and we respect
them.
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(The Doge)



[4]                                                    OTELLO
Ah! sì, per voi già sento   Ah! yes, thanks to you I already feel
Nuovo valor nel petto:          A new valour firing my breast:
Per voi d’un nuovo affetto         Thanks to you I feel my heart
Sento infiammarsi il cor.      Afire with a new affection.

to himself
(Premio maggior di questo     (I cannot hope for any
Da me sperar non lice:               Greater reward than this:
Ma allor sarò felice            But I shall only be happy when
Quando il coroni Amor.)          My ambitions are crowned by Love.)

Rodrigo in the greatest scorn wishes to hurl himself upon Otello; Jago holds him back.

JAGO
(T’affrena, la vendetta   (Control yourself, we must be cautious
Cauti dobbiam celar.)           And conceal our wish for revenge.)

POPULACE
Non indugiar, “t’affretta:”    Do not delay, “make haste:”
Deh vieni a trionfar.        Ah, come and enjoy your triumph.

[5]                                                    OTELLO
(Amor, dirada il nembo      (Love, disperse the cloud
Cagion di tanti affanni,       That is the cause of so many sufferings,
Comincia co’ tuoi vanni            With your wings begin 
La speme a ravvivar.)             To fan and revive my hope.)

SENATORS & POPULACE
Non indugiar, t’affretta:     Do not delay, make haste:
Deh! vieni a trionfar.       Ah! come and enjoy your triumph.

Otello departs, followed by the senators and populace. Elmiro remains.
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SCENE II

Elmiro, Jago, Rodrigo

[6]                                                     ELMIRO
Rodrigo!...            Rodrigo!...

RODRIGO
Elmiro!... Ah, padre mio! deh! lascia Elmiro! Ah, my father! Yes, allow me

Che un tal nome ti dia, se al mio tesoro To call you by such a name, since you 
Desti vita sì cara.                    Gave such precious life to my beloved.
Ma che fa mai Desdemona?... che dice?... But whatever is Desdemona doing?... what

does she say?
Si ricorda di me?... sarò felice?  Does she think of me?... shall I be happy?

ELMIRO
Ah! che dirti poss’io?          Ah! what can I say to you?
Sospira, piange, e la cagion mi cela She sighs, she weeps, and conceals from me
Dell’occulto suo duol.              The cause of her secret grief.

RODRIGO
Ma in parte almeno...    But in part at least...

ELMIRO
Arrestarmi non posso: odi lo squillo I cannot stay: you hear the fanfare
Delle trombe guerriere:          Of the warlike trumpets:
Alla pubblica pompa ora degg’io         Now I must hasten to the scene of
Volgere il piè: ci rivedremo: addio. Public rejoicing. We shall see each other

again. Farewell.
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SCENE III

Jago and Rodrigo

RODRIGO
Udisti?...             You heard?...

JAGO
Udii...          I heard.

RODRIGO
Dunque abbagliato Elmiro      Could Elmiro, then,

Alla gloria fallace         Dazzled by the false glory
Dell’Afro insultator, potrebbe ei forse, Of the insolent African... could he perhaps,
Degenere dagl’avi, a un nodo indegno  Degenerate in comparison with his 

ancestors,
Sacrificar l’unica figlia?...     Sacrifice his only daughter to an unworthy

match?...
JAGO

Ah! frena,   Ah! curb,
Frena gl’impeti alfin. Jago conosci, Curb such impetuous thoughts. You know
E diffidi così? Tutti ho presenti Jago, And yet you doubt me in this way? 

I have all
I miei torti, ed i tuoi: ma sol fingendo Your wrongs and my own in mind: 

but simply
Vendicarci saprem. Se quell’indegno, Through dissembling we shall avenge 

ourselves.
Dell’Africa rifiuto           If that wretch, the scum of Africa,
Or qui tant’alto ascese,          Has now risen so high here
E pel tuo ben s’accese              And become enamoured of your beloved
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David Parry (conductor), William Matteuzzi (Rodrigo) and 
Juan José Lopera (Jago)



D’occulta, incauta fiamma,         With a secret and injudicious passion,
Oppormi a lui saprò. Sol questo foglio    I shall know how to thwart him. This paper
Basta a domare il suo crudele orgoglio. Alone is sufficient to quell his vaunting

pride.
He gives him a paper.

RODRIGO
Che leggo! e come mai...      What’s this I read! and how come...

JAGO
Per or t’accheta,     Be still for now,

Tutto saprai; ogni ritardo or puote   You will know all; any delay now 
Render vana l’impresa.              Could defeat my plan.

RODRIGO
Ondeggia il core                My heart wavers

Tra la speme, lo sdegno, ed il timore. Between hope, anger and fear.
[7]                                                       JAGO
No, non temer: serena      No, fear not: smooth
L’addolorato ciglio:        Your troubled brow:
Prevenni il tuo periglio;     I foresaw your danger;
Fidati all’amistà.      Trust in my friendship.

RODRIGO
Calma sui labbri tuoi          My sagging spirit is sustained
Trova quest’alma oppressa,       By your words,
Ed una sorte istessa                    And will share with you
Con te dividerà.               One and the same fate.

TOGETHER
Se uniti negli affanni        If we once were united
Noi fummo un tempo insieme,   In our sufferings,
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Ora una dolce speme                   Now a sweet hope will bind us
Più stretti ci unirà.            Even more closely together.

RODRIGO
Nel seno già sento     Already I feel my courage
Risorger l’ardire.                   Rising once more in my breast.

JAGO
Vicino il contento             My thoughts tell me that 
Mi pinge il pensier.              My happiness is near.

TOGETHER
A un’alma, che pena,        To a suffering soul
Si rende più grato,        Anticipated pleasure
Quant’è più bramato,       Becomes ever more welcome,
Atteso piacer.           The more it is desired.

They depart.

SCENE IV

A room in Elmiro’s palazzo.

Desdemona and Emilia

[8]                                                     EMILIA
Inutile è quel pianto. Il lungo affanno    Those tears serve no purpose. Let your long
Si trasformi in piacer; carco d’allori   Suffering turn to pleasure: your beloved

returns to us,
A noi riede il tuo bene. Odi d’intorno  Crowned with laurels. Hear all around how
Come l’Adria festeggia un sì bel giorno.  Adria celebrates this joyful day.
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DESDEMONA
Emilia, ah! tu ben sai Emilia, ah! you well know how much
Quanto finor penai: come quest’alma, I have suffered hitherto: how my spirits,
Al racconto fedel de’ suoi perigli, del suo At the faithful account of his peril and his

valore,                       valour,
Palpitante, intera si pingea sul mio ciglio; Were one and all depicted trembling upon 

my face;
E fra i palpiti miei, fra le mie pene And how many times, amid my palpitations
Quante volte dicea ‘perché non viene?’ And anxieties, I said ‘Why does he not come?’
Ed or ch’è a me vicino,    And now that he is close to me once more,
Mi veggo in preda a più crudel destino! I find myself the victim of a most cruel

destiny!
EMILIA

E perché mai?                       Why ever should that be?
DESDEMONA

Sì, questa sua gloria accresce Yes, this glory of his increases
In me per lui l’affetto,   My affection for him, even as it feeds
Come nel padre mio l’odio, e il dispetto. My father’s hatred and resentment.

EMILIA
Sicura del suo core, ogn’altra tema  Since you are sure of his heart, all other
Inutile si rende.                Fears are unnecessary. 

DESDEMONA
Ah! ch’io pavento      Ah! but I fear

Ch’ei sospetti di me. Ben ti sovvieni  Lest he suspect me. You well remember
Quando parte tu stessa        The occasion when you yourself cut off
Del mio crin recidesti. Ah! che ad Otello A lock of my hair. Ah! but that dear gift
Dono sì caro allor non giunse: il padre Never reached Otello: my father surprised
Sorprese il foglio, ch’io con man tremante The missive which, with trembling hand,
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A lui vergava. Al suo Rodrigo invece   I addressed to him. He believed it intended
Diretto il crede; io secondai l’errore: Instead for Rodrigo; I confirmed the error:
Ma il labbro il disse, e lo smentiva But it was my lips that said it: my heart

il cuore. denied it.
Fin da quel dì dell’idol mio le usate Since that day I have no longer seen
Note più non rividi... un dubbio atroce    The letters I used to receive from my love...
M’agita, mi confonde...          A terrible doubt agitates and disturbs me...
Chi sa? conobbe ei forse                Who knows? Did he learn perhaps that such
Pegno sì dolce in mano altrui? me infida A precious pledge is in another’s hands?
Crede dunque?...               Does he believe me faithless, then?

EMILIA
Che dici?...            What are you saying?...

Timido è amore, e spesso si figura Love is timid, and often imagines an evil
Un mal, che non esiste, o che non dura.  That does not exist, or does not last.
[9]                                                DESDEMONA
Vorrei, che il tuo pensiero     I should like to think that your thoughts
A me dicesse il ver.                 Are telling me the truth.

EMILIA
Sempr’è con te sincero:     I am always sincere in what I say to you:
No, che non dei temer.          No, you must have no fears.

DESDEMONA
Ma l’amistà sovente         But friendship often mistakenly conjures up
Ciocché desia si finge.       A picture of what it desires.

EMILIA
Ma un’anima languente           But a desponding spirit
Sempre il dolor si pinge.       Always paints a picture of woe.
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DESDEMONA
Ah! crederti vorrei,             Ah! I should like to believe you,
Ma a te s’oppone il cor.         But my heart forbids me to do so.

EMILIA
Credere a me tu dei,         You must believe in me,
E non fidarti al cor,        And not put your trust in your heart,
Ah! credi a me.        Ah! believe in me.

TOGETHER
Quanto son fieri i palpiti How fierce are the throbbings
Che desta in noi l’amor!       That love awakens within us!
Dura un momento il giubilo, Its joy lasts but a moment,
Eterno è il suo dolor.   Its pain remains for ever.
[10]                                              DESDEMONA
Ma che miro! ecco che incerto i passi But what do I see! The treacherous Jago
Muove il perfido Jago:                   Approaches, hesitant in his steps:
Fuggiam, s’eviti: ei rintracciar potria  Let us flee and avoid him: he could well
Sul mio volto l’amor, la pena mia.   Read my love and my pain upon my face.

They depart.

SCENE V

Jago, then Rodrigo

JAGO
Fuggi... sprezzami pur: più non mi curo Fly... despise me if you will: I am no longer
Della tua destra... un tempo a’ voti miei Concerned to win your hand... There was

a time
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Utile la credei... Tu mi sprezzasti   I thought it would serve my ends... You
spurned me

Per un vile Africano, e ciò ti basti.  For a vile African, so let him suffice you.
Ti pentirai, lo giuro;            You will live to be sorry, I swear it;
Tutti servir dovranno a’ miei disegni All those furtive tokens of love I’ve stolen
Gl’involati d’amor furtivi pegni. Will prove useful to my designs.
Ma che veggo! Rodrigo!     But what’s this I see! Rodrigo!

RODRIGO
Ah! del mio bene Ah! where is the father

Il genitor dov’è?     Of my beloved?
JAGO

Miralo, ei viene.    See, he comes.

SCENE VI

Elmiro, Jago and Rodrigo

ELMIRO
Giunto è, Rodrigo, il fortunato istante, Rodrigo, the fortunate moment has come
In cui dovrai di sposo When you must give your hand
Dar la destra a mia figlia.        To my daughter as her husband.
L’amistà mel consiglia,             I am counselled in this matter by friendship,
Il mio dover, la tua virtude,   By my duty, by your merit,
E quell’odio ch’io serbo      And by that hatred which I harbour
Per l’African superbo. Insiem congiunti For the proud African. When we are united
Per sangue, e per amor, facil ne fia    By blood and by love, it will be easy for us
Opporci al suo poter. Ma tu procura To oppose his power. But you, find a 

moment
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Al padre tuo, che invitto e amato siede To reveal his schemes and his hidden pride
In su l’Adriaco soglio,         To your father, who, unconquered and 

adored,
Svelar le trame, e il suo nascosto orgoglio. Rules over this Adriatic realm.

RODRIGO
Ah! sì, tutto farò.         Ah! yes, I shall see to all that.

ELMIRO
Jago, t’affretta      Jago, make haste

A compir l’imeneo. A parte sei   To complete the marriage. You are privy
Delle mie brame, e de’ disegni miei. To my wishes and my designs.

RODRIGO
Ah! di qual gioja sento acceso il petto! Ah! what joy I feel taking fire in my breast!
Ma sarò felice?             But shall I be happy?

ELMIRO
Io tel prometto.   I promise you.

Jago and Rodrigo depart.

SCENE VII

Elmiro, alone

ELMIRO
Vendicarmi dovrò; né più si vegga, I must be revenged; nor let it any longer 

be seen
Che un barbaro stranier con modi indegni That an uncivilised foreigner, uncouth in

manners,
Ad ubbidirlo, ed a servir ne insegni.    Teaches us to obey and serve him.
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SCENE VIII

Desdemona and Elmiro

ELMIRO
Ma la figlia a me vien...     But my daughter approaches...

DESDEMONA
Padre, permetti  Father, permit me

Che rispettosa io baci... With due respect to kiss...
ELMIRO

Ah! figlia, vieni, Ah! daughter, come,
Vieni al mio seno. In questo fausto giorno Come to my embrace. Upon this 

auspicious day
Dividere vo’ teco il mio contento. I wish to share my happiness with you.

DESDEMONA
aside

(Che mai dirmi potrà? Spero, e pavento!) (Whatever can he have to say to me? I hope,
and yet I fear!)

ELMIRO
Dal sen scaccia ogni duol. Un premio or Banish all grief from your heart. I offer you

t’offro, a prize
Che caro a te sarà.     That you will hold dear.

DESDEMONA
(Forse d’Otello   (Perhaps Otello’s triumphs

L’han calmato i trionfi?) Have mollified him?)
ELMIRO

In vaga pompa   In becoming pomp
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Seguirmi or or tu dei     You must now follow my steps
Tra novella allegria i passi miei.        Amid this new rejoicing.

Elmiro departs.

SCENE IX

Desdemona, alone

DESDEMONA
Comprenderlo non so! Confusa io sono. I do not understand him! I am confused.

SCENE X

Emilia and Desdemona

DESDEMONA
Emilia, in quai tumulti    Emilia, in what a tumult
Sento il povero cor!  I feel my poor heart!

EMILIA
Che avvenne?             What has happened?

DESDEMONA
Il padre     My father

Un premio m’offre, e vuole     Offers me a reward, and wishes that,
Che, il seno, il crine pomposamente Finely dressed and with my hair splendidly

adorno, adorned,
Festeggi insiem con lui sì fausto giorno.   I should celebrate this auspicious day 

with him.
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Fra la speme e il timor, che mi consigli?  Caught as I am between hope and fear, 
what do you advise me?

EMILIA
Fingon gli amanti ognor nuovi perigli. Lovers are always imagining new dangers.
Ma tu non paventar. Chi sa!... d’un padre But have no fear. Who knows!... a father’s
L’amore in lui parlò. Forse d’Otello  Love may have spoken within him. Perhaps
Alla gloria offuscato     Finding himself overshadowed by 

Otello’s glory
Ha l’odio alfine in amistà cangiato. Has changed his hatred to friendship.
Vieni, non indugiar.         Come, do not dally.

DESDEMONA
Ti seguo. Oh Dio!  I’m coming. O God!

Palpita intanto il povero cor mio.    In the meantime my poor heart is beating.

SCENE XI

A public hall, magnificently decorated.

Chorus of maidens; chorus of friends and confidants of Elmiro

[11]                                                  CHORUS
Santo Imen! te guidi Amore     Sacred Hymen! May Love guide you
Due bell’alme ad annodar.   To join together two fair souls.

MAIDENS
Dell’amore – il dolce ardore       Ensure that love’s sweet ardour
Tu procura d’eternar.     Will last for ever.
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PART OF THE CHORUS
Senza lui divien tiranno     Without love your noble power
Il tuo nobile poter.      Becomes mere tyranny.

ANOTHER PART
Senza te, cagion d’affanno      Without you, every pleasure of love
È’ d’amor ogni piacer.           Becomes a cause for torment.

ALL TOGETHER
Qual momento – di contento!        What a moment of happiness!
Fra l’amore – ed il valore       Our thoughts are suspended, astonished
Resta attonito il pensier!   Between love and valour!

SCENE XII

Elmiro, Desdemona, Emilia, Rodrigo and his followers

[12]                                            DESDEMONA
(Dove son! Che mai veggio!      (Where am I? Whatever do I see?
Il cor non mi tradì!)           The presentiments of my heart have not

betrayed me!)
ELMIRO

Tutta or riponi  Now place all your trust
La tua fiducia in me. Padre a te sono: In me. I am your father: there is no 
Ingannarti non posso. Eterna fede   Possibility of my deceiving you. Swear 
Giura a Rodrigo: egli la merta; ei solo  Eternal faith to Rodrigo: he deserves it; he
Può renderti felice.  Alone can make you happy.

RODRIGO
(Che mai dirà?...)            (Whatever will she say?...)
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EMILIA
(Qual cenno!)               (What an order!)

DESDEMONA
(Oh me infelice!)   (Oh hapless me!)

ELMIRO
Appaga i voti miei, in te riposo.   Fulfil my wishes, I place my trust in you.

DESDEMONA
(Oh natura! oh dover! oh legge! oh sposo!) (Oh nature! Oh duty! Oh law! Oh husband!)

[13]                                                   ELMIRO
Nel cor d’un padre amante    Beloved daughter, put your trust
Riposa, amata figlia;           In the affection of a loving father;
È’ Amor che mi consiglia           It is Love that counsels me 
La tua felicità.              Regarding your happiness.

RODRIGO
(Confusa è l’alma mia My mind is confused
Fra tanti dubbi e tanti;       In the midst of so many doubts;
Solo in sì fieri istanti     Only Love can sustain me
Reggermi Amor potrà.)   In such moments of crisis.)

DESDEMONA
Padre... tu brami... (oh Dio!... “tremo!...”) Father... you wish... (Oh God! “I tremble!..”)
Che la sua mano accetti? You want me to accept his hand?
(A’ miei tiranni affetti (Whoever is there could support
Chi mai resisterà?)         The tyrannical conflict of my affections?)

ELMIRO
(S’arresta!... ahimè!... sospira! She falters!... alas!... she sighs!
Che mai temer degg’io?)     Whatever is this I must fear?)
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RODRIGO
Tanto soffrir, ben mio,      O my beloved, must my heart
Tanto il mio cor dovrà?             Support so many sufferings?

DESDEMONA
Deh! taci!   Hush! be silent!

ELMIRO
Che veggo!      What is this I see!

RODRIGO
Mi sprezza!       She scorns me!

ELMIRO
Resiste!    She resists!

DESDEMONA & RODRIGO
(Oh ciel! da te chieggo    (Oh heaven! I turn to you
Soccorso, pietà.)     For help and pity.)

ELMIRO
Deh giura.                       Well now, swear.

DESDEMONA
Che chiedi?       What would you have of me?

RODRIGO
Ah! vieni...        Ah! come...

DESDEMONA
(Che pena!)        (What torment!)

ELMIRO
Se al padre non cedi,      If you do not submit to your father,
Punirti saprà.              He will be forced to punish you.
[14]                                                RODRIGO
Ti parli l’amore:       Let the voice of love speak to you:
Non essermi infida:               Do not break faith with me:
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Quest’alma a te fida             This soul of mine which is faithful to you
Più pace non ha.                  No longer knows any peace.
Pietà, pietà.                Have pity, have pity.

ELMIRO
D’un padre l’amore      Let a father’s love
Ti serva di guida:                 Serve as your guide:
Al padre t’affida,                   Entrust yourself to your father,
Che pace non ha.               Otherwise he has no peace.

DESDEMONA
(Di sorte il rigore       (The severity of my fate
A pianger mi guida:      Induces me to tears:
Quest’alma a lui fida      My soul, unswerving in its fidelity to him,
Più pace non ha.)   Knows peace no more.)

SCENE XIII

Otello appears at the back of the stage, followed by several of his companions.

[15]                                                  OTELLO
L’infida, ahimè! che miro!    The traitress, alas! what do I see!
Al mio rivale accanto!...   At my rival’s side!....

HIS FOLLOWERS
Taci!                          Be silent!

RODRIGO
Ti muova il pianto mio,        Let my tears move you,

Ti muova il mio dolor.  Be moved by my grief.
ELMIRO

Risolvi...            Resolve...
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OTELLO
(Io non resisto!)  (I cannot suffer this!)

HIS FOLLOWERS
Frenati...            Restrain yourself...

ELMIRO
Ingrata figlia!             Thankless daughter!

DESDEMONA & RODRIGO
(Oh Dio! chi mi consiglia?    (O God! who will give me counsel?
Chi mi dà forza al cor?) Who will lend strength to my heart?)

ALL
Al rio destin rubello       Who, standing firm against evil destiny,
Chi mai sottrarla può?      Can ever rescue her?

ELMIRO
Deh giura...              Come, swear...

OTELLO
coming forward

Ah ferma!...    Ah stop!...
ALL

(Otello!...       (Otello!...
Il cuor nel sen gelò!)      My heart in my breast has turned to ice!)

ELMIRO
Che brami?          What do you want?

OTELLO
Il suo core...    Her heart...

Amore mel diede,          Love gave it to me,
E Amore lo chiede,         And Love asks for it,
Elmiro, da te.         Elmiro, from you.
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ELMIRO
Che ardire!          What presumption!

DESDEMONA
(Che affanno!)       (What torture!)

RODRIGO
Qual’alma superba!   What overweening pride!

OTELLO
to Desdemona

Rammenta... mi serba     Remember... keep your faith
Intatta la fé.    With me unsullied.

RODRIGO
E qual diritto mai,      And by whatever right,
Perfido! su quel core    Traitor! can you contest
Vantar con me potrai,      Her heart with me,
Per renderlo infedel!    To render her unfaithful?

OTELLO
Virtù, costanza, amore,    Virtue, constancy, love,
Il dato giuramento...        The troth she plighted me...

ELMIRO
Misero me! che sento?      Wretched me! what do I hear?

to Desdemona
Giurasti?                  Did you plight your troth?

DESDEMONA
È’ ver: giurai...        ’Tis true: I swore an oath...

ELMIRO & RODRIGO
(Per me non hai più fulmini,   (Merciless heaven! you can have
Inesorabil ciel!)     No further thunderbolts for me!)
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ELMIRO
to Desdemona

Vieni.                    Come.
OTELLO

T’arresta!          Stop!
RODRIGO

Invano  In vain
L’avrai tu, mio nemico... You, my enemy, hope to have her...

ELMIRO
Figlia!... ti maledico...    Daughter!...  I curse you...

ALL
Ah!... che giorno d’orror!...    Ah!... what a day of horror!...
[16]
Incerta l’anima         My wavering soul
Vacilla e geme,          Staggers and groans,
La dolce speme              All pleasing hope
Fuggì dal cor.      Has flown from my heart.
[17]                                                 RODRIGO

to Otello
Parti, crudel.           Be off, unfeeling man.

OTELLO
Ti sprezzo.        I scorn you.

Elmiro takes hold of Desdemona, and, protected by his men, leads her away. She, looking
back with tenderness towards Otello, finds herself separated from him.

DESDEMONA
Padre!...      Father!...
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ELMIRO
Non v’è perdono.     Expect no forgiveness.

RODRIGO
to Otello

Or or vedrai chi sono.      Now I’ll show you who I am.
Vedrai.            I’ll show you.

OTELLO
to Rodrigo

Paventa il mio furor!     Beware my fury!
Paventa! Beware!

ALL
Smanio, deliro, e fremo.   I smart, I rave, and tremble/shake 

with anger.
No, non fu mai più fiero  No, the roughshod course
D’un rio destin severo     Of an evil and relentless destiny
Il barbaro tenor!     Was never more barbarous than this!
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ACT TWO

SCENE I

A room in Elmiro’s palazzo.

Rodrigo and Desdemona

[1]                                           DESDEMONA
Lasciami.   Leave me.

RODRIGO
È’ dunque vano  Are my grief

Il mio dolor, l’ira del padre? And your father’s anger of no avail, then?
DESDEMONA

Ah! vanne...       Ah! begone...
Io per te sol sono infelice. It is through you alone I am unhappy.

RODRIGO
Oh Dio!    O God!

Non dirmi così... se mai per me sereni Tell me not so... If ever I may see 
these eyes

Io veggo a scintillar questi occhi tuoi, Of yours shining with happiness and love
for me,

Farò, bell’idol mio, ciò che tu vuoi. I shall do, my fairest, whatever you wish.
DESDEMONA

Placami dunque il padre, Placate my father for me, then,
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Rendimi l’amor suo: mostra nel petto Give me back his love: show me what a great
Qual grand’alma rinchiudi, e generosa. And generous soul you house in your breast.

RODRIGO
Ma Otello... Otello adori! But Otello... you love Otello!

DESDEMONA
Io gli son sposa.     I am his wife.

[2]                                           RODRIGO
Che ascolto! ahimè! che dici! What do I hear! alas! what are you saying?
Ah! come mai non senti      Ah! how is it that you do not feel
Pietà de’ miei tormenti,         Any compassion for my torments,
Del mio tradito amor?                For my love that you’ve betrayed?
Perché pietà, oh Dio, non senti  O God! why do you feel no pity
Del mio tradito amor?      For my love that you’ve betrayed?
Ma se costante sei  But if you remain unflinching
Nel tuo rigor crudele,             In your cruel severity,
Se sprezzi i prieghi miei,             If you reject my prayers,
“Le giuste mie querele,”            “My just complaints,”
Saprò con questo braccio            I shall know with this right arm of mine
“Spezzar l’occulto laccio,”         “To cut the hidden knot”
Punire il traditor.               And punish the traitor.
[3]
Ah! come mai non senti,     Ah! how is it that you do not feel

ecc. etc.
He departs.
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SCENE II

Desdemona, alone

[4]                                                DESDEMONA
M’abbandonò!... disparve!... Oh He has abandoned me!... disappeared!...  

me infelice! Oh unhappy me!
Che mai farò?... restar degg’io?... seguirlo? Whatever shall I do?... Must I stay?... or

follow him?
Terribile incertezza! Ah! chi mi aita?  Terrible uncertainty! Ah! who is there to

help me?
Chi mi consiglia?  Who to advise me?

SCENE III

Emilia and Desdemona

DESDEMONA
Ah! vieni, Emilia, vieni. Ah! come, Emilia, come.

Soccorrimi, previeni    Help me, forestall
L’ultima mia rovina.               My ultimate ruin.

EMILIA
Che avvenne? oh ciel! perché così What has happened? Oh heavens! Why are

tremante? you trembling like this?
DESDEMONA

Io perderò per sempre il caro amante. I am about to lose my dear beloved for ever.
EMILIA

Chi tel rapisce?   Who is going to take him from you?
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DESDEMONA
Il suo rival Rodrigo: His rival Rodrigo:

A lui svelai, che sposa...        I revealed to him that I am a wife...
EMILIA

Ahi! che facesti?  Alack! what have you done?
DESDEMONA

È’ tardo il pentimento:     It is too late to have second thoughts:
In sì fatal momento    Only point out to me, in such a fatal 

moment,
Sol m’addita un cammin, onde sicura A way whereby I may safely
Possa giungere a lui.    Join him.

EMILIA
Ma se sorpresa sei, se il genitore...  But what if you’re surprised, if your father...

DESDEMONA
Più riguardi non ho, non ho più tema, I no longer care, I’m no longer afraid,
Presente è il suo periglio al mio pensiere. I can think only of his danger.
Salvisi... a lui mi chiama il mio dovere. Let him but be safe... my duty calls 

me to him.
Desdemona leaves.

SCENE IV

Emilia, alone

EMILIA
Ella a perdersi va. Seguirla io deggio. She goes to her undoing. I must follow her.
Sola... che fò!... se giunge il padre? Ah! But alone... what am I doing! What if her

prima                             father comes? Ah! first
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Le mie compagne, le sue fide amiche  My companions, her faithful friends
Avvertire si denno; alcun soccorso    Must be warned; at least I can hope 
Posso almeno sperar... in qual cimento   For some assistance... What a tumult
È’ questo core in sì fatal momento! My heart is in in such a fatal moment!

Emilia leaves.

SCENE V

A garden in the house of Otello.

Otello, who is seated, in the greatest consternation

[5]                                                   OTELLO
Che feci!... ove mi trasse         What have I done!...  where has a hopeless
Un disperato amor! io gli posposi Love led me! I allowed it greater
La gloria, l’onor mio! Importance than glory, than my honour!
Ma che!... mia non è forse?... in faccia al  But what is this!... Is she not mine?... 

cielo                         Did she not swear before Heaven
Fede non mi giurò? Non diemmi in pegno To be faithful to me? Did she not 

pledge me
La sua destra, il suo cor?...  Potrò lasciarla? Her hand and heart?... Can I leave her?
Obbliarla potrò?... Potrò soffrire  Can I forget her?... Can I bear to see her
Vederla in braccio ad altri, e non morire?   In the arms of another, and not die?
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SCENE VI

Jago and Otello

JAGO
Perché mesto così?... scuotiti. Ah! mostra Why so gloomy?... Rouse yourself. Ah! show
Che Otello alfin tu sei.      When all’s done that you’re Otello.

OTELLO
Lasciami in preda   Leave me at the mercy

Al mio crudo destin.       Of my cruel destiny.
JAGO

Del suo rigore           You are right
Hai ragion di lagnarti:                To complain of her severity:
Ma tu non dei, benché nemico il fato, But, even if fate’s your enemy, you must not,
Cader, per nostro scorno, invendicato. To our disgrace, fall unrevenged.

OTELLO
Che far degg’io?   What must I do?

JAGO
Ascoltami... che pensi? Listen to me... what are you thinking of?

In te stesso ritorna... I tuoi trionfi  Pull yourself together... Your triumphs
Di difesa ti son... sono bastanti   Are a boost to your morale... they are enough
I tuoi nemici ad atterrir... a farti   To make your enemies quail... to make you
Sprezzare ogni altro affetto.    Scorn all other feelings.

OTELLO
Quai terribili accenti!           What terrible words!
L’interrotto parlare, i dubbi tuoi,    Your broken speech, your doubts,
L’irresoluto volto    Your gaze that avoids mine...
In quanti affanni involto        In what torments have they plunged
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Hanno il povero cor!... Spiegati. Ah! non My poor heart!... Explain yourself. Ah! do
tenermi                        not keep me   

In sì fiera incertezza.                In such cruel uncertainty.
JAGO

Altro dirti non so: dai labbri miei  I don’t know what more to say to you: 
you must

Altro chieder non dei.     Not seek more from my lips.
OTELLO

Chieder non deggio?... Oh Dio! quanto  I must not ask more?... O God! how 
s’accresce         your silence

Il mio timor dal tuo silenzio!... Ah! forse Increases my fear!... Ah! perhaps
L’infida!...                The faithless woman...!

JAGO
Ah! placa alfin, placa               Ah! calm, calm your

I rimorsi tuoi. “E perché cerchi   Self-recriminations. “Why do you  
go looking

Nuova cagion d’affanni?”           For new cause for torment?”
OTELLO

Tu m’uccidi così. Meno infelice        You are killing me by speaking like this.
Sarei, se il vero io conoscessi.   I’d be less unhappy if I knew the truth.

JAGO
Ebbene    You want

Il vuoi?... ti appagherò... che dico?... The truth, then?... I’ll satisfy you... 
io gelo!                      What am I saying?... I feel cold as ice!

OTELLO
Parla una volta.                  Speak this once.

JAGO
Oh qual’arcano io svelo! Oh what a dark secret I must reveal!
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Ma l’amistà lo chiede,           But friendship demands it,
Io cedo all’amistà. Sappi...         I yield to friendship. Know...

OTELLO
Ah taci!...     Ah, be silent!...

Ahimè! tutto compresi.  Alas! I comprehend everything.
JAGO

E che farai?     And what will you do?
OTELLO

Vendicarmi, o morir.      Avenge myself, or die.
JAGO

Morir non dei!           You must not die!
E nel sprezzarla avrai vendetta intera.  In spurning her you will gain full revenge.

OTELLO
Ma non tremenda e fiera,  But not a violent and cruel revenge
Qual’io la bramo, quale Amor la richiede... Such as I wish, such as Love demands...

in uncertainty
Ma sicuro son io del suo delitto?...     But am I certain of her crime?...
Ah! se tal fosse... quale in me... Tu Jago, Ah! if she feels for me... as I for her...

You, Jago,
Mi comprendi, ed il tradirmi or fora Understand me: if you deceive me now.
Delitto ancora in te. It would be criminal of you.

JAGO
Che mai tu pensi?     Whatever are you thinking of?

Confuso io son... ti parli        I am confused... Let this paper
Questo foglio per me.         Speak to you for me.

OTELLO
Che miro! oh Dio!  What’s this I see! Oh God!

Sì! di sua man son queste    Yes, this is her writing: the cruel,
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Le crudeli d’amor cifre funeste. Ill-fated characters of love.
[6]
Non m’inganno; al mio rivale        I’m not mistaken; the faithless woman
L’infedel vergato ha il foglio;     Has addressed this letter to my rival;
Più non reggo al mio cordoglio!  I can support my grief no longer!
Io mi sento lacerar!      I feel myself torn to shreds.

JAGO
(Già la fiera gelosia       (Already savage jealousy
Versò tutto il suo veleno;           Has poured all her poison into him –
Tutto già gl’innonda il seno,    It completely inundates his breast,
E mi guida a trionfar.)         And shows me the way to triumph.)

OTELLO
reading

‘Caro bene...’ e ardisci, ingrata?... ‘Dearly beloved...’ and do you dare,
ungrateful wretch?...

JAGO
(Nel suo ciglio il cor gli leggo.)   (I read his heartache in his face.)

OTELLO
‘Ti son fida...’ Ahimè! che leggo! ‘I am true to you...’ Alas! what do I read!
Quali smanie io sento al cor!      What agonies I feel in my heart!

JAGO
(Quanta gioia io sento al cor!)    (What joy I feel in my heart!)

OTELLO
‘Di mia chioma un pegno...’ Oh cielo! ‘A lock of my hair as a token...’ O heavens!

JAGO
(Cresce in lui l’atroce affetto.) (His ghastly feeling increasingly takes hold

of him.)
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OTELLO
Dov’è mai l’offerto pegno?       Wherever is the token she offers him?

JAGO
Ecco... il cedo con orror!      Here... I give it to you with horror!

OTELLO
No, più crudele un’anima...        No, a more unfeeling soul...

JAGO
(No, più contenta un’anima...  (No, a happier soul...

TOGETHER
No, che giammai si vide!  Was never to be seen!

OTELLO
Il cuor mi si divide  My heart is rent asunder
Per tanta crudeltà.        By such unfeeling cruelty.

JAGO
Propizio il Ciel m’arride;    Heaven smiles graciously upon me;
L’indegna alfin cadrà.)            At last the worthless woman will fall 

to her doom.)
OTELLO

Che far degg’io?          What must I do?
JAGO

Ti calma.          Calm yourself.
OTELLO

Lo speri invano.                    You hope for that in vain.
JAGO

Che dici?    What do you say?
OTELLO

Spinto da furie ultrici  Urged on by vengeful furies
Punirla alfin saprò.                      I shall bring about her punishment.
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JAGO
Ed oserai?...                   And dare you do it?

OTELLO
Lo giuro.           I swear I shall.

JAGO
E Amor...         And Love...

OTELLO
Io più nol curo.      I pay it no further heed.

JAGO
T’affida, i tuoi nemici    Put your trust in me: I shall
Io dunque abbatterò.  Beat down your enemies.
[7]                                                   OTELLO
L’ira d’avverso fato      I’ll no longer fear
Io più non temerò:            The wrath of adverse fortune:
Morrò, ma vendicato            I shall die, but revenged,
Sì... dopo lei morrò.          Yes... my death will follow hers.

JAGO
(L’ira d’avverso fato                      (No longer need I fear
Temer più non dovrò:           The wrath of adverse fortune:
Di lui trionferò.)                       I shall triumph over him.)
Non temer; abbatterò.             Have no fear; I’ll fight for you.

Jago leaves.
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SCENE VII

Otello, alone

[8]                                                    OTELLO
E a tanto giunger puote               And can a deceiving heart go
Un ingannevol cor!... Ma chi s’avanza? To such extremes?... But who approaches?

SCENE VIII

Rodrigo and Otello

OTELLO
Rodrigo!... e che mai brami?...  Rodrigo!... whatever do you want?...

RODRIGO
A te ne vengo   I come to you,

Tuo nemico, se il vuoi:         As your enemy, if you wish it so:
Se al mio voler tu cedi,           But, if you accede to my wish, 
Tuo amico, e difensor.                As your friend and defender.

OTELLO
Uso non sono  I am not accustomed

A mentire, a tradir. Io ti disprezzo,  To lie and betray. I despise you,
Nemico, o difensor.            Whether as enemy or as defender.

RODRIGO
(Oh che baldanza!)        (Oh what effrontery!)

Non mi conosci ancor?               Do you still not know me?
OTELLO

Sì, ti conosco,              Yes, I know you,
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Perciò non ti pavento;              And for that reason I do not fear you;
Sol disprezzo, il ripeto, io per te sento. I repeat: I feel only scorn for you.
[9]                                                   RODRIGO
Ah! vieni, nel tuo sangue    Ah! come, in your blood
Vendicherò le offese:            I’ll avenge the insults you offer me:
Se un vano amor t’accese,   If a hopeless love has set you afire,
Distruggerlo saprò.          It remains for me to destroy it.

OTELLO
Or ora vedrai qual chiudo   Very soon you will see what
Giusto furor nel seno:              Just fury I harbour here in my breast:
Sì, vendicarmi appieno            Yes, I must wreak my full revenge
Di lei, di te dovrò.          Upon her and upon you.

TOGETHER
Qual gioia! all’armi!            What joy! to arms!
Il traditor già parmi              Already I see in my mind’s eye
Veder trafitto al suol.              The traitor struck to the ground.

SCENE IX

Desdemona, Otello and Rodrigo

[10]                                     DESDEMONA
agitatedly trying to stop them

Ahimè! fermate, udite...      Alas! stop, hear me...
Solo il mio cor ferite,    Rain your blows upon me alone,
Cagion di tanto duol.      The cause of so much grief.

ALL THREE TOGETHER
Che fiero punto è questo!        What a dire crisis this is!
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DESDEMONA
L’ingrato a me d’innante!         The ungrateful man stands before me!

RODRIGO & OTELLO
L’indegna a me d’innante!      The worthless woman stands before me!

OTELLO & RODRIGO
Pinta ha sul reo sembiante  All her betrayal is depicted
Tutta l’infedeltà.               Upon her guilty face.

DESDEMONA
Non cangia di sembiante!            His expression does not change!
Non sente ancor pietà.             And still he feels no pity.

OTELLO
Deh sieguimi.              Come, follow me.

RODRIGO
Ti sieguo.                    I follow you.

OTELLO
Son pago alfin.                    I gain satisfaction at last.

DESDEMONA
T’arresta.                Stop.

OTELLO
Vanne.                               Be gone.

DESDEMONA
Che pena è questa!         What torment is this!

Che fiera crudeltà!          What dreadful cruelty!
Perché da te mi scacci?...           Why do you thrust me from you?...
Qual barbaro furore                        What barbarous fury
Così ti accende il core,              So sets your heart afire
Che vaneggiar ti fa?                That it makes you speak so wildly?
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OTELLO
Ah perfida!... ed ardisci...     Ah, false woman!.. and do you dare?..

RODRIGO
T’affretta.                  Make haste.

DESDEMONA
Che mai sento!                Whatever do I hear!

ALL THREE TOGETHER
Più barbaro tormento     Torment more barbarous than this
Di questo non si dà.             Is beyond the bounds of possibility.

DESDEMONA
Ah per pietà!                    Ah, for pity’s sake!

OTELLO
Mi lascia.           Leave me.

DESDEMONA
Ma che ti feci mai?                  But whatever have I done to you?

OTELLO
Or ora lo saprai...            Very soon you will know...

RODRIGO
Mi siegui!                 Follow me!

OTELLO
Ti sieguo!             I follow you!

DESDEMONA
Ah! per pietà! Ah, for pity’s sake!

OTELLO
Mi lascia.                       Leave me.

DESDEMONA
Ma che ti feci mai?            But whatever have I done to you?
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OTELLO
Vedrai... vedrai...                     You’ll see... you’ll see...

to himself
(Ah! finge l’indegna ancor!) (Ah! still the worthless woman pretends!)
[11]                                       OTELLO & RODRIGO
Fra tante smanie, e tante    This soul of mine rages
Quest’alma mia delira,        Amid numberless torments,
Vinto è l’amor dall’ira,              My love is vanquished by wrath,
Spira vendetta il cor.            My heart breathes vengeance.

DESDEMONA
Quest’alma che delira              Now in this moment my raving soul 
Sui labbri miei già spira:        Expires upon my lips:
Sento mancarmi il cor!            I feel my heart failing.

Otello and Rodrigo depart.

DESDEMONA
“L’ingrato mi lasciò! misera!... io moro.” “The thankless man has left me! wretched

that I am!... I am dying.”
She faints.

SCENE X

Emilia and Desdemona

[12]                                                   EMILIA
Desdemona! che veggo! Al suol giacente... Desdemona! What do I see! Stretched on

the ground...
Pallor di morte le ricopre il volto...  Her face the colour of death...
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Misera!... che farò?... chi mi soccorre! Wretched me!... what shall I do?... who is
there to help me!

Quale aiuto recarle?...     What aid can I bring her?...
Ah tu dell’alma mia parte più cara Ah! you who are the dearest part of my soul,
Ascoltami, deh! riedi a questo seno...   Hear me, ah! return to my embrace...
La tua amica ti chiama... Ahi! non It is your friend who calls you... Alas! she

risponde! does not reply!
Gelo è il petto e la man... Chi me l’invola? Her breast and her hand are cold as ice...

Who has stolen her from me?
Quel barbaro dov’è?... vorrei... che miro?... Where is the barbarous man?... I’d like...

What do I see?...
Apre i languidi lumi... Oh Ciel! respiro! She opens her languid eyes... Heavens! 

I breathe again!
DESDEMONA

Chi sei?...          Who are you?...
EMILIA

Non mi conosci?      Do you not know me?
DESDEMONA

Emilia!             Emilia!
EMILIA

Ah! quella,  Ah! yes,
Quella appunto son’io. Un più fatal Yes I am she. An even more fatal danger...

periglio...        
Siegui i miei passi, Follow my footsteps,
“Salvati per pietà.”              “Save yourself, for pity’s sake.”

DESDEMONA
Ma potrò          But shall I be able
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Rivederlo?... “abbracciarlo?...” Ah! se To see him again?... “embrace him?”... Ah!
nol sai,            if you do not know,

Vanne, cerca, procura...        Go, seek, ensure...
EMILIA

E che mai chiedi?     Whatever are you asking?
Non so. “Intenderti chi può?”  I do not know. “Who can understand you?”

DESDEMONA
Confusa, oppressa...     Confused and oppressed...

In me non so più ritrovar me stessa! I no longer recognise myself !
[13]
Che smania! ahimè! che affanno!   What torment! alas! what anguish!
Chi mi soccorre, oh Dio!            O God! who is there to help me?
Per sempre ahi! l’idol mio    Alack! must I lose my love
Perder così dovrò?               For ever in this way?

Barbaro ciel tiranno!     Barbarous, tyrannical heaven!
Da me se lo dividi,              If you separate him from me,
Salvalo almen: me uccidi:       Save him at least. Kill me:
Contenta io morirò.             I shall die content.

Emilia leaves.

SCENE XI

Chorus of maidens; then chorus of confidants; then Elmiro.

DESDEMONA
Qual nuova a me recate?...      What news do you bring me?...
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Men fiero, se parlate,             If you tell me, my grief
Si rende il mio dolor.           Will be less distraught.

MAIDENS
Freme il mio cuore, e tace.       My heart quakes, and is silent.

DESDEMONA
De’ detti, ah! più loquace  Ah! your silence is even more eloquent
È’ quel silenzio ancor!      Than words!

The chorus of confidants advances.
DESDEMONA

Ah! ditemi almen voi...    Ah! you, at least, tell me...
CONFIDANTS

Che mai saper tu vuoi?     Whatever do you wish to know?
DESDEMONA

Se vive il mio tesoro.    If my beloved yet lives.
CONFIDANTS

Vive; serena il ciglio...       He lives: calm yourself...
DESDEMONA

Salvo dal suo periglio?...  Safe and out of danger?...
Altro non brama il cor.             That is my heart’s sole wish.

Elmiro enters.
ELMIRO

Qui!... indegna!            Here you are!... unworthy girl!
DESDEMONA

Il genitore!               My father!
ELMIRO

Del mio tradito onore, How comes it you do not blush
Come non hai rossor?              For my betrayed honour?
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MAIDENS & CONFIDANTS
(Oh ciel! qual nuovo orror!)    (Oh heavens! what new horror is this!)
[14]                                       DESDEMONA
L’error d’un’infelice  Ah father, forgive me
Ah padre, mi perdona;          An unhappy daughter’s fault;
Se il padre m’abbandona,         If my father abandons me,
Da chi sperar pietà?         From whom may I hope for pity?

ELMIRO
No, che pietà non merti.      No, for you deserve no pity.
Vedrai fra poco, ingrata!     ’Ere long you will see, ungrateful girl,
Qual pena è riserbata           The penalty that is in store
Per chi virtù non ha.     For the child who honours not her parent.

DESDEMONA
“Palpita il cor nel petto,” “My heart quakes in my breast,”
A quel severo aspetto,            At that unbending frown
Più reggere non sa!           My heart can no longer bear up.

ELMIRO
Odio, furor, dispetto                 Hatred, anger and spite
Han la pietà nel petto              Have changed the compassion in my breast
Cangiata in crudeltà.    To cruelty.

MAIDENS
(Come cangiar nel petto        (How can his paternal affection
Può il suo paterno affetto  Change in his breast
In tanta crudeltà?)            To such cruelty?)

CONFIDANTS
(Se nutre nel suo petto     (If she nourishes in her breast
Un impudico affetto,         An unchaste affection,
Giusta è la crudeltà.)   His cruelty is justified.)
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ACT THREE

SCENE I

The stage represents a bedroom.

Emilia, and Desdemona dressed in the simplest garments, abandoned upon a chair and
immersed in the most extreme grief.

[1]                                                DESDEMONA
Ah!                              Ah!

EMILIA
Dagli affanni oppressa          Weighed down by her anguish, she seems

Parmi fuor di sé stessa.       No longer in her right mind.
Che mai farò?... chi mi consiglia? Whatever shall I do?... who can advise me?

oh Cielo!...                                      O Heaven!...
Perché tanto ti mostri a noi severo? Why do you frown upon us so relentlessly?

DESDEMONA
to herself

(Ah no! di rivederlo io più non spero!) (Ah! no, I no longer hope to see him again!)
EMILIA

taking courage and approaching her
Rincorati, m’ascolta... in me tu versa Take heart, listen to me... pour out  
Tutto il tuo duol. Nell’amistà soltanto All your grief to me. In friendship alone
Puoi ritrovare alcun conforto. Ah! parla... Can you find some comfort. Ah! speak...
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DESDEMONA
Che mai dirti poss’io?...           Whatever can I say to you?...
Ti parli il mio dolor, il pianto mio.  Let my grief, let my tears speak to you.

EMILIA
Quanto mi fai pietà!... Ma almen procura, How you excite my pity!... But at least try,
Da saggia che tu sei,          Sensible girl that you are,
Di dar tregua per poco alle tue pene. To give your sufferings some short respite.

DESDEMONA
Che dici?... che mai pensi?... In odio  What are you saying?... Whatever are you

al cielo,                                        thinking of?... Hateful to heaven,
Al mio padre, a me stessa... in duro esilio To my father, to myself... my dear husband
Condannato per sempre il caro sposo... Condemned for ever to harsh exile...
Come trovar poss’io tregua o riposo?   How can I find respite or calm?

From afar a gondolier is heard singing.
[2]                                               GONDOLIERE
‘Nessun maggior dolore  ‘There is no greater grief
‘Che ricordarsi del tempo felice   Than remembering happier days
‘Nella miseria.’       In time of misery.’

Desdemona rouses herself at the sound of this song.

DESDEMONA
Oh come infino al core             Oh! how those sweet tones
Giungon que’ dolci accenti!         Reach right to my heart!

She rises and, in a mood of fervour, approaches the window.
Chi sei che così canti?... Ah tu rammenti Who are you who sings thus?... Ah!
Lo stato mio crudele!                You remind me of my cruel state!
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EMILIA
È’ il gondoliero, che cantando inganna It is the gondolier, who beguiles his passage
Il cammin sulla placida laguna, Over the calm lagoon by singing, his mind
Pensando ai figli mentre il ciel s’imbruna. On his children as the daylight fades.

DESDEMONA
Oh lui felice! Almen ritorna al seno, Oh happy man! At least, after his labours,
Dopo i travagli, di colei ch’egli ama!  He returns to the bosom of her he loves!
Io più tornarvi, no, non potrò.        I may never, never more, return there.

“Ah! se potessi anch’io  “Ah! if only I too could hope!...
“Sperar... vana lusinga!... a inutil pianto “Vain illusion!  O unjust Love, you

have preserved
“Sol mi serbasti, ingiusto Amor!...” “Me for bootless grief alone!...”

EMILIA
(Che miro!      (What do I see!

S’accresce il suo dolor...)   Her distress is mounting...)
DESDEMONA

Isaura!... Isaura!  Isaura!... Isaura!
EMILIA

(Essa l’amica appella,         (She calls for her friend
Che all’Africa involata, a lei vicina   Who, brought captive from Africa, grew up
Qui crebbe, e qui moriò...)    Beside her here, and died here...)   

DESDEMONA
Infelice tu fosti          You were just as unhappy
Al par di me. Ma or tu riposi in pace... As I am. But now you rest in peace...

EMILIA
(Oh quanto è ver che ratti a un core (Oh how true it is that sufferings

oppresso
Si riuniscon gli affanni!)   Rapidly gather about a heart oppressed!)
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DESDEMONA
taking a harp

O tu del mio dolor dolce strumento!   O sweet instrument, companion of my grief!
“Caro pegno d’Amor, che sol m’avanzi,”  “Dear token of Love, that alone is left me,”
Io ti riprendo ancora;                  I take you up once more;
E unisco al mesto canto                  And to my melancholy song I link
I sospiri d’Isaura, ed il mio pianto.    Isaura’s sighs and my tears.
[3]
Assisa a piè d’un salice,             Seated at the foot of a willow,
Immersa nel dolore,                    Immersed in her grief,
Gemea trafitta Isaura            Isaura groaned,
Dal più crudele amore,              Wounded by cruellest love;
L’aura fra i rami flebile          The feeble breeze in the boughs
Ne ripeteva il suon.          Echoed the sound of her woe.

I ruscelletti limpidi        The limpid streams
A’ caldi suoi sospiri           Mingled the murmur
Il mormorio mesceano         Of their various meanderings
De’ lor diversi giri:         With that of her ardent sighs:
L’aura fra i rami flebile          The feeble breeze in the boughs
Ne ripeteva il suon.              Echoed the sound of her woe.
Salce, d’amor delizia!       O willow, cherished tree of love!
Ombra pietosa appresta               Extend your kindly shade
(Di mie sciagure immemore)   (Unmindful of my woes)
All’urna mia funesta,                    To my funereal urn,
Né più ripeta l’aura               Nor let the breeze echo more
De’ miei lamenti il suon.          The sound of my lament.
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Che dissi!... Ah m’ingannai!... Non è What did I say?... Ah, I was mistaken!... 
del canto                                     That is not the mournful end

Questo il lugubre fin. M’ascolta...     Of the song. Listen...
A gust of wind shatters several panes of glass in the window.

Oh Dio!       Oh God!
Qual mai strepito è questo?...     Whatever is that noise?...
Qual presagio funesto!           What omen of evil?

EMILIA
Non paventar: rimira.                   Have no fear. Look:
Impetuoso vento è quel che spira.      It is a boisterous wind that is blowing.

DESDEMONA
Io credeva che alcuno... oh come il Cielo I thought that someone... Oh! how Heaven
S’unisce a’ miei lamenti!...      Joins in my lamentations!...
Ascolta il fin de’ dolorosi accenti. Hear the end of my unhappy strains.

Ma stanca alfin di spargere         But weary at last from shedding
Mesti sospiri, e pianto,            Tears and gloomy sighs,
Morì l’afflitta vergine             The afflicted maiden died...
Ahi! di quel salce accanto!...    Alas! beside that willow!...
Ma stanca alfin di piangere,                 But weary at last of weeping,
Morì... che duol! l’ingrato...       She died... the grief of it!  The thankless

man...
Ahimè!... che il pianto            Alas!... grief prevents me
Proseguir non mi fa. Parti, ricevi   From continuing. Go, take with you
Da’ labbri dell’amica il bacio estremo.   This last kiss from the lips of a friend.
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EMILIA
Ah che dici!... ubbidisco...  Ah! what are you saying!... I obey... 

(oh come tremo!) (Oh! how I tremble!)
Emilia departs.

SCENE II

Desdemona alone. In the greatest grief she directs the following prayer to Heaven:

[4]                                              DESDEMONA
Deh calma, o Ciel, nel sonno   O Heaven, ah! calm my sufferings
Per poco le mie pene,                 For a little while in sleep,
Fa’ che l’amato bene                     Bring it about that my beloved
Mi venga a consolar.               May come to console me.

Se poi son vani i preghi,              Yet if my prayers prove vain,
Di mia breve urna in seno                 Let him at least come
Di pianto venga almeno                To bathe my ashes, enclosed
Il cenere a bagnar.              In my small urn, with his tears.

She lowers the bedcurtain and throws herself upon the bed.
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SCENE III

Otello enters through a secret door, holding in his hands a lighted torch and a dagger.

[5]                                                  OTELLO
Eccomi giunto inosservato, e solo      Here I have penetrated, unobserved 

and alone,
Nella stanza fatale... Jago involommi    Within the fatal bedchamber... Jago has

delivered me from the danger
Al mio vicin periglio. Egli i miei passi  That hung over me. He has directed 
Dirigere qui seppe.                My footsteps here.

He remains for a moment lost in thought, then looks attentively about him.
Il silenzio m’addita          The silence indicates that,
Ch’ella, di mia partenza omai sicura,   Certain now of my departure, she dreams
Sogna il rivale, e più di me non cura. Of my rival, and cares for me no more.

He looks towards the bedcurtain.
Quanto t’inganni!... egli ora al suol How you are deceived!... he now lies,

trafitto...        cut down to the ground...
Che dico!... Ah! tu sol compi il mio delitto! What am I saying!... Ah! you alone 

complete my crime!
Very slowly he approaches the bed and – his heart beating high – opens the curtains.

Che miro! ahimè!... quegl’occhi, abbenché What do I see! alas... those eyes, even
chiusi,                                when closed,

Pur mi parlano al cor! Quel volto, in cui Yet speak to my heart! That face, in which
Natura impresse i più bei pregi suoi, Nature stamped her most precious gifts,
Mi colpisce, m’arresta.            Smites me, and holds my hand.

He draws back from the bed in confusion.
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Ma se più mio non è... perché serbarlo? But if it is no longer mine... why spare it?
Struggasi...                 Let it be destroyed...

Once more approaching Desdemona...
E chi mai puote                  And whoever could

Riprodurne l’egual?                 Sketch her likeness?
...and again withdrawing in the greatest perplexity.

È’ sua la colpa,    Is it her fault
Se il mio temuto aspetto              If my dread features
L’allontana da me? Perché un sembiante,   Drive her from me? O barbarous Heaven,
Barbaro ciel, non darmi in cui scolpito   Why did you not give me a face in which
Si vedesse il mio cor?... Forse...       My heart could be seen sculpted?... 

ch’allora...                               Perhaps... then...
Che dico!... E il tradimento              What am I saying?... And does not 

her betrayal
Non merta il mio rigor? Mora l’indegna!  Deserve my severity? Let the worthless

creature die!
Again approaching the bed...

Ahi! trema il braccio ancor! Alack! my arm still trembles!  
crudele indugio! Cruel delay!

Looking at the torch...
Eccone la cagion... Tolgasi...  Here’s the cause... Let me put it out... 

He extinguishes the torch and throws it to the ground.
O notte             O night

Che mi siedi sul ciglio, eternamente     That sits upon my eyelids, conceal for ever
Colle tenebre tue copri l’orrore       With your shades the horror
Di questo infausto giorno.   Of this unlucky day.
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DESDEMONA
dreaming

Amato ben...                 My well beloved...
OTELLO

Che sento!... A chi quel nome?     What do I hear!... To whom does she 
give this name?

Sogna, o è pur desta?         Is she dreaming, or is she even awake?
A flash of lightning, passing across the window, shows him that she is asleep.

Ah! che tra i lampi il cielo Ah! by means of these lightning flashes
A me più chiaro il suo delitto addita,  Heaven reveals her crime to me more clearly,
E a compir la vendetta il ciel m’invita.   And invites me to complete my revenge.

A loud thunderclap is heard. Desdemona awakes, and the frequent flashes 
of lightning enable her to recognise Otello.

OTELLO
Indegna!                Unworthy creature!

DESDEMONA
Ahimè!... che veggio!...  Alas!... what do I see!...

Come mai qui giungesti?...     How ever did you find your way in here?...
Come tu puoi?... ma no... contenta t’offro How can you?... but no... happily I offer you
Inerme il petto mio.             My defenceless breast.
Se più quell’alma tua pietà non sente... If that soul of yours no longer feels pity...

OTELLO
La tradisti, crudel!              You betrayed it, hard of heart that you are!

DESDEMONA
Sono innocente.               I am innocent.
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OTELLO
Ed osi ancor, spergiura!...    And dare you still, perjured woman?...
Più frenarmi non so. Rabbia, dispetto I can restrain myself no more. Rage and
Mi trafiggono a gara! Contempt transfix me by turns.

DESDEMONA
(Ah padre!...) Ah che mai feci!  (Ah father!...) Ah, whatever have I done!
È’ sol colpa la mia d’averti amato.   My only fault has been to love you.
Uccidimi se vuoi, perfido! ingrato!    Kill me if you will, faithless, ungrateful man!
[6]
Non arrestar il colpo...         Hold not back the blow...
Vibralo a questo core,         Strike it home to my heart,
Sfoga il tuo reo furore,        Give vent to your evil fury,
Intrepida morrò.                       Unflinching I shall die.

OTELLO
Ma sappi, pria che mori,          But know, ’ere you die,
Per tuo maggior tormento,           Know for your greater torment,
Che già il tuo bene è spento,       That your beloved is already dead,
Che Jago il trucidò.               That Jago struck him down.

DESDEMONA
Jago! che ascolto!... oh Dio!        Jago! what do I hear!... O God!
“Barbaro! che facesti?”                “Barbarian! what have you done?”
Fidarti a lui potesti?             How could you put your trust in him,
A un vile traditor?            In a vile traitor?

OTELLO
Ah! vile?... ben comprendo      Ah! vile?... I see well why you fly
Perché così t’adiri;          Into a passion in this way;
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Ma inutili i sospiri                 But it avails you nothing that your sighs
Or partono dal cor.                    Escape from your heart.

The flashes of lightning continue.
DESDEMONA

Ah crudel!                        Ah, heartless man!
OTELLO

Oh rabbia! io fremo!  O fury! I shake with anger!
DESDEMONA

Oh qual giorno!          Oh, what a thankless day!
OTELLO

Il giorno estremo...        It is the last...
DESDEMONA

Che mai dici?                Whatever are you saying?
OTELLO

A te sarà.                            ...of all your days.
(“Ah! quel volto a mio dispetto,       (“Ah! despite me, that face of hers
“Di furor disarma il petto,            “Disarms my breast of its fury,
“In me desta ancor pietà.”)            “And still awakens pity in me.”)

DESDEMONA
(“Per lui sento ancor nel petto,   (“I still feel a warm affection for him
“Benché ingiusto, un dolce affetto, “In my breast, though there’s no

cause for it;
“Per lui sento ancor pietà.”)   “I still feel pity for him.”)

The storm breaks.
[7]                                                    OTELLO
(Notte per me funesta!             (Night, fatal for me!
Fiera crudel tempesta!           Savage, cruel storm!
Accresci co’ tuoi fulmini,        With your thunderbolts,
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Col tuo fragore orribile       With your horrible din
Accresci il mio furor!)      You increase my fury!)

DESDEMONA
(Notte per me funesta!      (Night, fatal for me!
Fiera crudel tempesta!            Savage, cruel storm!
Tu accresci in me co’ fulmini,     With your thunderbolts,
Col tuo fragore orribile           With your horrible din
I palpiti, e l’orror.)        You increase my heartbeats and my horror.)

The storm increases, the thunderclaps following, very loudly, one after the other.
O ciel! se me punisci           O heaven! if you punish me,
È’ giusto il tuo rigor.         Your severity is just.

The thunder ceases but the lightning flashes continue.
OTELLO

Tu d’insultarmi ardisci!       You dare to insult me!
Ed io m’arresto ancor?             And still I hold my hand?

DESDEMONA
Uccidimi... t’affretta,         Kill me... make haste, glut yourself
Saziati alfin, crudel!            In my blood, monster!

OTELLO
Si compia la vendetta.           Let my vengeance be complete.

He seizes her and forces her on to the bed. As he draws his dagger, Desdemona faints. 
The dagger thrust strikes home.

DESDEMONA
Ahimè!...                      Alas!
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OTELLO
Mori, infedel!  Die, faithless woman!

Otello draws back from the bed in the greatest agitation and panic. He then tries to hide
his crime by drawing the bedcurtains.

After a brief silence.

[8]                                                    OTELLO
Che sento!... Chi batte?... What do I hear!... Who knocks?...

LUCIO
calling from outside

Otello!                               Otello!
OTELLO

Qual voce!...        Whose voice!...
Occultati atroce                Hide yourself, atrocious
Rimorso nel cor!                        Remorse, in my heart!

Otello opens the door.

SCENE IV

Lucio and Otello

OTELLO
Rodrigo?...                       Rodrigo?...

LUCIO
Egli è salvo.                    He is safe.

OTELLO
E Jago?                            And Jago?
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Dominic Natoli
(Lucio)



LUCIO
Perisce.                He dies.

OTELLO
Chi mai lo punisce?         Whoever is punishing him?

LUCIO
Il cielo, l’Amor.             Heaven, and Love.

OTELLO
Che dici?... tu credi?...          What are you saying?... Do you believe?...

LUCIO
Ei stesso le trame,               Surprised, he himself
Le perfide brame,     Revealed his plots,
Sorpreso, svelò.                 His dastardly desires.

OTELLO
Che mai dici?             Whatever are you saying? 

LUCIO
Ah! già tutti          Ah! look now,

Deh! mira contenti.       Behold everybody happy.
OTELLO

A tanto tormento              I know not how to endure
Resister non so!             Such torment.
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SCENE V

The Doge, Elmiro and Rodrigo with their followers; Lucio and Otello.

DOGE
Per me la tua colpa      Through me the Senate
Perdona il Senato.      Pardons your fault.

ELMIRO
Io riedo placato             Reconciled, I return
Qual padre al tuo sen.               As a father to your embrace.

RODRIGO
Il perfido Jago               Perfidious Jago
Cangiò nel mio petto           Has changed the anger
Lo sdegno in affetto...     In my breast to affection...
Ti cedo il tuo ben.          I give your beloved back to you.

OTELLO
Che pena!...           What agony!...

CHORUS
Che gioia!       What joy!

DOGE & RODRIGO
Accogli nel core            Receive in your heart
Il pubblico amore,           The love of the people
La nostra amistà.               And our friendship.

ELMIRO
La man di mia figlia...          My daughter’s hand...
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OTELLO
with surprise

La man di tua figlia!...         Your daughter’s hand!...
Sì... unirmi a lei deggio...         Yes... it is meet I should join her...
Rimira...               Behold...

He draws back the curtain
ELMIRO

Che veggio!...          What do I see!...
OTELLO

Punito m’avrà...               She will have me, but punished...
He kills himself.

ALL
Ah!...                  Ah!...

END OF THE OPERA
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APPENDIX 1
The ‘lieto fine’ (Happy Ending)

Performed at the Teatro Argentina, Rome
In the carnival of 1819-1820

Desdemona…Girolama Dardanelli       Otello…Giovanni David
Rodrigo…Alberico Curioni        Elmiro…Luigi Bondini

Doge…Giovanni Tiraboschi

Anyone who opens the libretto of Otello which was printed for the first
production in Rome, at the Teatro Argentina during the carnival of 1819-1820,
will find a text that makes most fascinating and surprising reading. For the
variants from the text of the original production in Naples come thick and fast. 

In the second tableau of Act I, for example, Desdemona’s first appearance is
accompanied by a chorus, ‘Esulta, patria omai’ (‘Exult now, fatherland’), and
then she sings an aria di sortita, ‘Quanto è grato all’alma mia/Il comun dolce
contento!’ (‘How welcome to my soul/Is this sweet and universal happiness’).
Both items, with a few changes in the words, are borrowed from Rossini’s earlier
opera, Elisabetta regina d’Inghilterra (Teatro S. Carlo, Naples 1815), where
together they formed the scene of Elisabetta’s first entrance. The words,
appropriate in Elisabetta, jar when transferred to Otello, for they are markedly
at odds with Desdemona’s initial mood and sentiments in the opera as Rossini
wrote it. There is, we should add, no duettino for Desdemona and Emilia.
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The interpolation of this aria from Elisabetta is an example of a phenomenon
extremely common at this period of operatic history – an aria da baulle or
‘portmanteau aria’ – and is probably attributable to the whim of the singer, in
this case Girolama Dardanelli. Singers who found themselves dissatisfied with
the musical opportunities presented to them by any given opera would not
scruple to introduce arias which had been written for them elsewhere, or which,
borrowed from other operas, suited their voices – arias which they could carry
round with them from engagement to engagement, and introduce into any
opera they happened to be singing. Singers who enjoyed the favour of the
public, and who were able to impose their wishes upon sorely-tried impresarios,
would thus gain arias; singers who lacked prestige, and the necessary ‘clout’ to
impose their wills, would just as often lose them. 

As a footnote, we should add that there were, of course, no such things at this
time as copyright laws. A composer’s score was not sacrosanct, and belonged,
in any case, to the impresario who had commissioned it. The composer received
his fee upon delivering the score and seeing the opera safely on to the stage:
what happened to it thereafter was generally beyond his control. Even an
impresario had to keep an eagle eye on his property: if an opera were pirated,
he had little power beyond personal influence to dissuade other impresarios
from using the unauthorised, and frequently corrupted text. 

But let us return to the changes in the Roman libretto of 1819-1820. In Act
II Rodrigo loses his opening aria, and instead we have an interpolated aria da
baulle for Emilia, ‘Tu chi i miseri conforti,/Cara amabile speranza’ (‘You, dear
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pleasing hope,/You who bring comfort to the wretched’), sung at the point
where she should leave the stage in pursuit of Desdemona and in search of her
fellow maidens. This is another Rossinian borrowing: it comes from Tancredi
(Teatro la Fenice, Venice, 1813), where it was sung by a similar character (the
heroine’s friend and confidante) in a similar context (expressing sympathy for
the heroine’s predicament and sufferings). In this same act, too, Otello gains an
aria, ‘Smarrita quest’alma/Fra sdegno, e dolore’ (‘This soul, lost between anger
and grief ’), at the beginning of the second tableau: the scene in the garden.
This time the composer was not Rossini: the aria was a borrowing from
Penelope, an opera composed by Cimarosa and presented at the Teatro del
Fondo in Naples in 1794. 

But the most startling and unsettling textual changes of all occur in Act III,
and this time are attributable not to the whims of singers, but to governmental
intervention. For the papal authorities refused to allow the action to end with
a murder and a suicide. Instead, they insisted that it finish happily, and had the
text rewritten accordingly. ‘Othello’, in the words of Francis Toye, ‘instead of
killing Desdemona, is unexpectedly convinced by her final protestation of
innocence. Whereupon, taking her by the hand, he leads her gallantly to the
footlights to sing a sentimental duet conveniently extracted from another opera
by the composer!’

Put like this, the new lieto fine seems ridiculous enough. Yet upon
examination it will be found that the change has been managed with some
skill. There is no sudden change of heart on Otello’s part. Desdemona protests
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that Jago, motivated by resentment at finding himself rejected by her, has
treacherously misrepresented the situation. Otello’s belief in Desdemona’s guilt
is understandably shaken, and he is – privately – sufficiently convinced to sing
the duet Toye mentions, ‘Amore! Possente nume!’ from Armida. But he is not
completely reassured until the Doge (instead of Lucio, as in the original version)
enters and confirms all that Desdemona has said. In this new version the opera
ends with an ensemble of rejoicing, ‘Or più dolci intorno al core’, adapted from
the concertato finale of Rossini’s Ricciardo e Zoraide (Teatro S. Carlo, Naples,
1818). A literary and musical curiosity though this ending may be, it has
been carefully thought through, and is not as clumsily handled as one might at
first expect.

Let us venture a step further and end this word of introduction on a
provocative note. There must be many of us who have taught Othello at school
or lectured upon it at university, and who have thought in our hearts that, far
more than in Shakespeare’s other great tragedies, the final catastrophe is built
upon the flimsiest of foundations. Here there is no crime that must be expiated,
as in Hamlet or Macbeth; no fatal ingratitude of children towards parent, as in
Lear. Instead the ‘foundation’ is a fabrication of lies on the part of Iago, and it
needs – or should need – only a moment’s confrontation and clarification
between Othello and Desdemona to bring the whole cardhouse of deception
crashing to the ground. It is this confrontation and clarification that the Rome
1820 libretto gives us, and the denouement, dare we say it, is just as natural and
as convincing as Shakespeare’s tragic ending! 
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ACT THREE
SCENE III 
Otello enters through a secret door, holding in his hands a lighted torch and a dagger. 

[9]                                                     OTELLO
Eccomi giunto inosservato, e solo Here I have penetrated, unobserved and 

alone
Nella stanza fatale… Jago involommi Within the fatal bedchamber… Jago has 

delivered me from the danger
Al mio vicin periglio. Egli i miei passi That hung over me. He has directed 
Dirigere qui seppe. My footsteps here.

He remains for a moment lost in thought, then looks attentively about him.
Il silenzio m’addita The silence indicates that,
Ch’ella, di mia partenza omai sicura, Certain now of my departure, she dreams
Sogna il rivale, e più di me non cura. Of my rival, and cares for me no more. 

He looks towards the bedcurtain
Quanto t’inganni!… egli ora al suol How you are deceived!… he now lies, cut

trafitto... down to the ground…
Che dico!… Ah! tu sol compi il mio What am I saying!… Ah! You alone complete
Delitto! my crime!

Very slowly he approaches the bed and – his heart beating high – opens the curtains
Che miro! ahimè!… quegl’occhi, abbenché What do I see! alas… those eyes, even  

chiusi when closed,
Pur mi parlano al cor! Quel volto, in cui Yet speak to my heart! That face, in which
Natura impresse i più bei pregi suoi, Nature stamped her most precious gifts,
Mi colpisce, m’arresta. Smites me, and arrests my hand.

He draws back from the bed in confusion
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Ma se più mio non è… perché serbarlo? But if it is no longer mine… why spare it?
Struggasi… Let it be destroyed…

once more approaching Desdemona…
E chi ma puote And whoever could

Riprodurne l’egual? Sketch her likeness?
…and again withdrawing in the greatest perplexity

È sua la colpa, Is it her fault
Se il mio temuto aspetto If my dread features
L’allontana da me? Perché un sembiante, Drive her from me? O barbarous Heaven,
Barbaro ciel, non darmi in cui scolpito Why did you not give me a face in which
Si vedesse il mio cor?… Forse… My heart could be seen sculpted?…

ch’allora… perhaps… then…
Che dico!…. E il tradimento What am I saying?… And does not 

her betrayal
Non merta il mio rigor? Mora l’indegna! Deserve my severity? Let the worthless 

creature die!
again approaching the bed

Ahi! trema il braccio ancor! Crudele Alack! My arm still trembles! Cruel
indugio! delay! 

Looking at the torch…
Eccone la cagion… Tolgasi… Here’s the cause… Let me put it out...

he extinguishes the torch and throws it to the ground.
O notte O night

Che mi riedi sul ciglio, eternamente That settles upon my eyelids, conceal 
for ever

Colle tenebre tue copri l’orrore With your shades the horror
Di questo infausto giorno. Of this unlucky day.
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DESDEMONA
dreaming 

Amato ben… My well beloved…
OTELLO

Che sento!… A chi quel nome? What do I hear!… To whom gives she
this name? 

Sogna, o è pur desta? Is she dreaming, or is she even awake? 
A flash of lightning, passing across the window, shows him that she is asleep.
Ah! che tra i lampi il cielo Ah! by means of these lightning flashes

A me più chiaro il suo delitto addita, Heaven reveals her crime to me more clearly,
E a compir la vendetta il ciel m’invita. And invites me to complete my revenge.

A loud thunderclap is heard. Desdemona awakes, and the frequent flashes of lightning
enable her to recognise Otello.

OTELLO
Iniqua! Evil woman!

DESDEMONA
Ahimè!… che veggo!… Alas!… what do I see!…
Come mai qui giungesti?… How ever did you find your way in here?…
Come tu puoi?… ma no… contenta t’offro How can you?… but no… happily I 

offer you
Interme il petto mio. My defenceless breast.
Se più quell’alma tua pietà non sente… If that soul of yours no longer feels pity…

OTELLO
La tradisti, crudel! You betrayed it, hard of heart that you are!

DESDEMONA
Sono innocente. I am innocent.
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OTELLO
Ed osi ancor, spergiura, And dare you still, perjured as you are,
D’innocenza parlar? Paventa, il tutto Speak of innocence? Tremble: Jago
Jago svelò. Revealed all.

DESDEMONA
Che ascolto! oh ciel! potesti What do I hear! Oh heavens!

Fidarti a un traditor? Could you trust in the word of a traitor?
OTELLO

Perché t’arresti? Why do you stop?
Parla; insulta l’amico, il tuo delitto Go on: insult my friend. Your sin
M’è noto appien… Has been made known to me in 

its entirety…
DESDEMONA

Crudele! Heartless man!
Or tutto intendo!… ah! sappi, oh caro! Now I understand everything!… Ah! 

know my dearest,
Che Jago t’ingannò: ch’è un vile: That Jago deceived you, that he is 

despicable.
Amor volea da me. He sought my love…
Respinto, ei ti sedusse, When I rejected him, he seduced you,
Vendicossi, accusommi: il mio diletto Avenged himself, and accused me. But you 

always were,
Sempre tu fosti, e sei: se anco ti resta And always will be, my love. If you still
Qualche dubbio, o crudel, sull’amor mio, Have any doubts, cruel man, about my love,
Ferisci, ma infidel no, non son’io. Strike me down… But faithless, no, that 

I am not.
OTELLO

(Ah! che a quei detti io sento (Ah! At those words I feel my anger
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Calmarsi il mio furore, no, del delitto Subsiding. No, this is not
Non è questo il linguaggio… The language of guilt…
Amor! tu il vuoi… Love! you wish it…
Ebben, tutto mi arrendo a’ cenni tuoi.) Well then, I submit entirely to your 

bidding.)
He throws down his dagger.

[10]
Amor! possente nume! Love! all-powerful godhead!
Come risuoni! come, How your voice resounds! how,
Su quel soave labbro, When you speak through those sweet lips,
Come risuoni al cor. Your voice resounds in my heart. 

DESDEMONA
Sposo! se un’alma fiera Husband! if Nature allotted you
Ti diè natura in sorte, The soul of a savage,
Recami pur la morte Even bring me to my death
E in me fia spento amor. And my love will die with me. 

OTELLO
Iniqua… Unspeakable woman…

DESDEMONA
Oh Ciel… che vuoi? O heavens… what would you?

OTELLO
Sei tu infedel! You are faithless!

DESDEMONDA
Giammai! Never!

OTELLO
Vittima al suol cadrai You will fall to the earth, the victim
Del mio tradito amor. Of my love which you have betrayed. 
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DESDEMONA
Svenami pur se vuoi. Yea, slay me, if you will.
Non curo il tuo rigor. I do not heed your harshness.
[11]                               OTELLO
Vacilla a quegl’accenti, My hope staggers
Manca la mia speranza. And grows faint at her words.
(La dolce mia speranza (I have not yet lost
Perduta ancor non ho.) The hope I hold dear.)

DESDEMONA
Vacilla a quegl’accenti, My hope trembles
Manca la mia speranza. And grows faint at his words.
(La dolce mia speranza (I have not yet lost
Perduta ancor non ho.) The hope I hold dear.)

OTELLO
(Nò, non poss’io resistere, (No, I can hold out no longer,
Sì, t’amerò costante. Yes, I shall love you for ever.

DESDEMONA
Oh inaspettato giubbilo! Oh unexpected joy!
Oh fortunato istante! Oh fortunate moment!

OTELLO
Sì, t’amerò costante. Yes, I shall love you for ever.
[12]                                               TOGETHER
Cara/Caro per te quest’anima My dear, on your account my soul
Prova soavi palpiti, Is filled with sweet tremblings
Che esprimere non sa.) That it cannot express in words.)
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SCENE IV 
The Doge; and Otello and Desdemona.

[13]                                                  OTELLO
approaching the Doge in anxiety

Rodrigo! Rodrigo…!
DOGE

Egli è salvo. He is safe.
OTELLO

E Jago? And Jago?
DOGE

Perisce. He dies.
OTELLO

E chi lo punisce? And who punishes him?
DOGE

Il Cielo, l’amor. Heaven, and love.
DESDEMONA

Tel dissi! Or mi credi? I told you! Do you believe me now?
OTELLO

Amico, ed è vero? My friend, is it so?
DOGE

Ei stesso le trame, Surprised, he himself
Le perfide brame Revealed his plots,
Sorpreso svelò. His dastardly desires.

DESDEMONA
Mi credi? Do you believe me?
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DOGE
Gioite: ah! già tutti Rejoice: ah! Now all
Cessaro i tormenti. Your torments are over.

OTELLO
A tanti contenti I know not how to bear up
Più regger non so. Against so much happiness.

SCENE THE LAST 
Elmiro and Rodrigo and their followers; the Doge, Otello and Desdemona. 

ELMIRO
Assolve ogni colpa, The Senate absolves and pardons
Perdona il Senato. Every crime,
Già riedo placato And now I return, reconciled,
Qual padre al tuo sen. As a father to your embrace.

RODRIGO
Il perfido Jago Jago’s perfidy
Cangiò nel mio petto Has changed the anger in my breast
Lo sdegno in affetto: To affection:
Ti cedo il mio ben. I give up my beloved to you.

OTELLO
Me lieto!… Behold my happiness!…

CHORUS
Oh gioja! O joy!

RODRIGO
Accogli nel core Receive in your heart
Il pubblico amore, The love of the people
La nostra amistà. And our friendship.
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OTELLO
Me lieto. Witness my happiness.

DESDEMONA
Qual giorno! What a day!

ELMIRO & RODRIGO
Serena d’intorno Serenely joy
La gioja qui sta. Envelops us.
[14]                          OTELLO, RODRIGO, DESDEMONA
Or più dolci intorno al core Now love binds its chains
Stringe amor le sue catene; More sweetly about our hearts;
Più soave dalle pene And makes pleasure arise
Or fa sorgere il piacer. All the more welcome from our pains.

ALL
Son cessate alfin le pene, Our sufferings at last have ceased,
Non dobbiamo che goder. And we have naught to do but rejoice.

APPENDIX 2
An example of an aria di sortita or entrance aria

for Desdemona:
Malcolm’s aria from La donna del lago

as introduced, with slightly modified words,
by Giuditta Pasta.

Desdemona.....Elizabeth Futral

As mentioned in the introductory article to this recording, one of the features
of this opera which singers found least satisfactory was the absence of an aria
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di sortita or entrance aria for Desdemona. Berio and Rossini had provided no
such item, preferring that she be first heard in duet with Emilia, but the
temptation to insert one proved too much for most interpreters of the part,
and they very soon began to make their appearance with an aria da baulle or
‘portmanteau aria’. If one couples this extremely common textual variant with
the equally common practice of giving the part of Jago to a baritone, one
wonders just how often 19th century audiences actually saw the opera
performed as librettist and composer had written it.

Of the innumerable arias that were introduced for Desdemona, we choose
but one – Malcolm’s aria from La donna del lago (Naples, 1819) – the favourite
interpolation of one of the greatest of all 19th century prima donnas who
assumed the part, Giuditta Pasta. The words have had to be slightly modified
to fit the new context, and in her decorations we suspect that Pasta probably
lifted the vocal line, originally written for Rosmunda Pisaroni, a contralto, to
make it more comfortable for her own soprano voice. We print the text as Pasta
performed it on numerous occasions at the King’s Theatre in London. Since
the printed text actually omits the last four lines printed here – the lines that
link the two verses of the cabaletta – it is possible that Pasta actually sang only
one verse.

A room in Elmiro’s palazzo.

[15]                                             DESDEMONA
Mure infelici, ove ogni dì m’aggiro, Unhappy walls, where, after a lapse 

of months,
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Elizabeth Futral
(Desdemona)



Dopo più lune, incerta e oppressa!   Every day I wander uncertain and   
Ah voi despondent,

Più al guardo mio non siete   When I look upon you, you are no longer
Come lo foste un dì ridenti e liete!       Smiling and joyful as once you were!
Qui nacque, fra voi crebbe l’innocente  Here within these walls my innocent 

passion
Ardor! Quanto soave             Was born and grew! How sweetly my life 
Fra voi scorrea mia vita,              Glided by when – O ye Gods! –
Quando il mio ben, oh Dei!               My beloved responded,
Pietoso rispondea ai voti miei!       All affection, to my vows!
Nemico nembo or vi rattrista e agghiaccia A dark and alien cloud now saddens 

you, and 
Il povero mio cor! Sorte crudele Freezes my poor heart! A cruel destiny
Mi minaccia, mi opprime, e in tal cimento Threatens and oppresses me; in such 

testing circumstances
Oppresso dall’affanno il cor mi sento. I feel my heart weighed down by suffering.

Palpita incerta l’alma,         My spirits quake in uncertainty,
Dal cor svanì la calma.          Peace has vanished from my heart.
“O sposo! a me ritorna...”          “O husband! come back to me...”
Vieni, e saprai se t’amo,         Come, and you will know if I love you,
E serbo la mia fè.              And keep my faith with you.
E allor, di te sicura,             And then, reassured of your love,
L’anima mia, lo giuro,        My soul, I swear,
Domar saprò la sorte,               Will either rise above fortune,
O morirò per te.                  Or I shall die for you.
Grata mi fia la morte,               Death will be welcome to me,
S’Otello mio non è.          If Otello is no longer mine.
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[16]
Oh! quante lagrime             Oh! how many tears
Finor versai,                  I have shed up till now,
Lungi languendo             Pining far away
Da tuoi bei rai!               From your bright eyes!
Ogni altr’oggetto            Every other object
È’ a me funesto:            Is odious to me:
Tutto è imperfetto;             Everything is flawed;
Tutto detesto.               I detest everything.
Di luce il cielo                  Heaven no longer
Nò più non brilla;              Is aglow with light;
Più non sfavilla                     There’s no star any longer
Astro per me.          That shines for me.
Caro! tu solo                My dear! you alone                          
Mi dai la calma;           Bring me peace;
Deh! rendi all’alma          Ah! give my soul
Grata mercé!            Its welcome reward!

APPENDIX 3
Act II, Scene 6: Duetto, ‘Non m’inganno; al mio rivale’,
an example of the music as sung with a female Otello.

Otello......Enkelejda Shkosa      Jago.......Juan José Lopera

One of the stranger aberrations that befell this opera was the assumption of
the role of Otello by a woman. Nowadays, when inappropriate cross-casting is
mentioned, we tend to think of a more recent example: the assumption by
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Mary Garden of the part of Jean in Massenet’s Le Jongleur de Notre-Dame in the
early years of the 20th century. That a woman should deem herself a suitable
interpreter of a monk in an all-male mediaeval monastery seems, to put it
mildly, bizarre. But surely it is equally bizarre, equally perverse, that women
should think themselves capable of impersonating Otello, ‘a dusky, brawny
military commander’.

Yet, unlikely as it may seem, two of the most famous prima donnas of the
19th century, Giuditta Pasta and Maria Malibran, did just this. Pasta, as we
may see from Tom Kaufman’s chronology in this booklet, sang the part at the
King’s Theatre in London on 15 May 1828, while Maria Malibran essayed the
role at the Théâtre-Italien in Paris in November 1831. Herbert Weinstock
records that the practice had begun even earlier: in the first performance of the
opera in Frankfurt in April 1820 Otello was sung by a soprano.

In extenuation of the practice, it should be pointed out that at this period of
transition between the age of the castrati and the epoch of the tenor, the
appearance of women in male roles was extremely common. With fewer and
fewer castrati available, composers wrote many male parts for female
interpreters, choosing to overlook incongruities of gender and preferring to
retain an approximation, at least, of the castrato’s range and quality of voice.
Nor are we merely talking about pages, striplings and adolescent Romeos: Julius
Caesar, Pompey and other classical heroes and generals were also frequently at
this period impersonated by mezzo-sopranos and contraltos. Giuditta Pasta
was a famed interpreter of Tancredi, a part written for a woman; so it would not
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have appeared as outrageous to her as it does to us that she should have gone
that one step further, and aspired to a role written for a man: Otello. As she
would have seen it, she was simply proving her virtuosity and versatility.

This was, indeed, the way the critics of the day viewed her feat. In a review
published in London in The Times on 19 May 1828, the writer, after referring
to the virtual monopoly that Edmund Kean had for many years established
over the leading role in Shakespeare’s play, went on:

...That he has now met with a rival, we cannot strictly say, because the
part undertaken by the highly-gifted woman who displayed such great
ability in it on Thursday, is constructed in a manner sufficiently
different to preclude the legitimate admission of the word. Nevertheless,
a degree of affinity exists between the English and Italian Othello, which
justifies comparison; and considering the relative merits of the two
parts, we may venture to pronounce, that never were Kean’s happier
efforts productive of more complete success than was obtained by
Madame Pasta in her Otello. Were we called upon to particularize
instances in support of this opinion, we should at once refer to the
whole performance from the commencement of the second act to the
death-scene in the last. Every word, every look, every gesture of Otello
during the whole of this period, were so many specimens of the most
perfect dramatic action. The music belonging to the character was not
adapted to Madame Pasta’s voice; but she triumphed over that difficulty
with her usual power, and elicited bursts of applause in the air [sic] of
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the second act, L’Ira d’aversa [sic] Sorte, as well as in the duet with
Curioni [Rodrigo], Qual gioja, all’armi.  

The remainder of the review expands upon this opening, and leaves such a
vivid impression of this extraordinary performance that we cannot resist
continuing to quote at length:

...Madame Pasta’s Medea and Desdemona had raised her reputation
as a tragedian of her own sex to a height which could not be surpassed.
Her genius had combined a versatility of musical and dramatic power
in so equal a manner, that it was hardly possible to say to which her
title to pre-eminence was more particularly applicable. The most
extraordinary feature in the history of her theatrical life is now her
complete success in the principal male character of one of the best tragic
subjects that ever were brought upon the stage. Accustomed, however,
as we had been to seeing the part of Otello in the hands of a man, we
were, in the early stages of Thursday’s performance, rather struck by its
transition into those of a woman. The difference of voice was unnatural
to our ears; but the impression was momentary, and wore off by the
end of the first act. The truth with which Madame Pasta identified
herself with the character, worked upon her feelings in a manner too
energetic and passionate not to affect her voice, which, towards the close
of her efforts, became hoarse and incontrollable. The cause was too
equally visible with the effect not to be appreciated accordingly by the
whole audience. The light-brown colour she chose for the characteristic
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complexion of the Moor, if not strictly conformable to that which we
are taught to consider the original one, was productive of this great
advantage – that the variety of expression assumed by her countenance
was lost to none of her attentive observers.

Histrionically, if not always musically, therefore, Pasta carried off her
impersonation with remarkable aplomb. ‘When Madame Pasta first appeared
on the stage,’ we read in a short notice published earlier, on 16 May 1828, ‘she
was saluted by the whole audience in a manner which must have proved to her
how high she stood in their opinion; and after the close of the performance
the same enthusiastic marks of favour were renewed, until she re-appeared,
leading Mademoiselle Sontag [Desdemona], and expressed her
acknowledgments in the most feeling manner.’

[17]                                                  OTELLO
Non m’inganno; al mio rivale     I’m not mistaken; the faithless woman
L’infedel vergato ha il foglio;    Has addressed this letter to my rival;
Più non reggo al mio cordoglio!     I can support my grief no longer!
Io mi sento lacerar!       I feel myself torn to shreds.

JAGO
(Già la fiera gelosia     (Already savage jealousy
Versò tutto il suo veleno;          Has poured all her poison into him –
Tutto già gl’innonda il seno,   It completely inundates his breast,
E mi guida a trionfar.)    And shows me the way to triumph.)
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OTELLO
reading

‘Caro bene...’ e ardisci, ingrata?... ‘Dearly beloved...’ and do you dare,
ungrateful wretch?...

JAGO
(Nel suo ciglio il cor gli leggo.)  (I read his heartache in his face.)

OTELLO
‘Ti son fida...’ Ahimè! che leggo!  ‘I am true to you...’ Alas! what do I read!
Quali smanie io sento al cor!    What agonies I feel in my heart!

JAGO
(Quanta gioia io sento al cor!)      (What joy I feel in my heart!)

OTELLO
‘Di mia chioma un pegno...’ Oh cielo!  ‘A lock of my hair as a token...’ O heavens!

JAGO
(Cresce in lui l’atroce affetto.)  (His ghastly feeling increasingly takes hold

of him.)
OTELLO

Dov’è mai l’offerto pegno?     Wherever is the token she offers him?
JAGO

Ecco... il cedo con orror!       Here... I give it to you with horror!
OTELLO

No, più crudele un’anima...       No, a more unfeeling soul...
JAGO

(No, più contenta un’anima...  (No, a happier soul...
TOGETHER

No, che giammai si vide!   Was never to be seen!
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Juan José Lopera (Jago) and Enkelejda Shkosa (Otello)



OTELLO
Il cuor mi si divide   My heart is rent asunder
Per tanta crudeltà.   By such unfeeling cruelty.

JAGO
Propizio il Ciel m’arride;   Heaven smiles graciously upon me;
L’indegna alfin cadrà.)        At last the worthless woman will fall

to her doom.)
OTELLO

Che far degg’io?            What must I do?
JAGO

Ti calma.              Calm yourself.
OTELLO

Lo speri invan.                You hope for that in vain.
JAGO

Che dici?          What do you say?
OTELLO

Spinto da furie ultrici    Urged on by vengeful furies
Punirla alfin saprò.       I shall bring about her punishment.

JAGO
Ed oserai?...                     And dare you do it?

OTELLO
Lo giuro.          I swear I shall.

JAGO
E Amor...                  And Love...

OTELLO
Io più nol curo.     I pay it no further heed.

JAGO
T’affida, i tuoi nemici    Put your trust in me: I shall
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Io dunque abbatterò.               Beat down your enemies.

[18]                                                OTELLO
L’ira d’avverso fato          I’ll no longer fear
Io più non temerò:     The wrath of adverse fortune:
Morrò, ma vendicato         I shall die, but revenged,
Sì... dopo lei morrò.              Yes... my death will follow hers.

JAGO
(L’ira d’avverso fato          (No longer need I fear
Temer più non dovrò:               The wrath of adverse fortune:
Son io già vendicato,       I am already revenged,
Di lui trionferò.)       I shall triumph over him.)
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